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Chapter 1: Introduction To My Topic 
 
Masculine Women in Japan 
Each society has its own definition of what gender is and how people should perform it. 
This determines what jobs they take on, what their role is in their families, if they have access to 
education, as well as how wealthy they can become. Gender, as Judith Butler has laid out for us, 
is a social construction. They are ideals placed onto our bodies to keep a specific order in 
society. These ideals take power away from certain groups while giving power and agency to 
others . A few examples of these ideals in Western society from the mid 19th century to the mid 1
20th century include women being  made to wear dresses with crinolines  and corsets . Despite 2 3
these apparatuses damaging their bodies women continued to wear them in order to be attractive 
to men. Usually, these same women were not given a formal education while their male 
counterparts went to school until their late teens in order to take over their fathers companies,or 
start their own. However, in Native American culture, prior to the intervention of the West, 
women worked in the fields to help cultivate food for their communities . While their tribes 4
viewed this as an honor, those from the West questioned why women were doing physical labor . 5
This is a good example to show how each society has their own unique way of thinking about 
gender.  
1 ​Judith Butler, ​Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity​ (New York: Routledge, 1999), 
74.  
2 Women still have crinolines inserted into their wedding dresses today.  
3 "Crinoline," Fashion, Costume, and Culture: Clothing, Headwear, Body Decorations, and Footwear 
through the Ages, , accessed April 2, 2017, 
http://www.encyclopedia.com/sports-and-everyday-life/fashion-and-clothing/clothing-jewelry-and-personal
-adornment/crinoline. 
4"Native American Women," The important role of Native American women, , accessed April 1, 
2017, http://www.indians.org/articles/native-american-women.html. 
5 Ibid. 
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Gender is how we determine who is a ‘girl’ and who is a ‘boy’. That girls wear pink, 
dresses and play with dolls, and that boys wear blue, pants, and get scrapes on their knees, are all 
attributes we assigned to someone based on their gender. Boys and girls are opposite from each 
other, therefore it seems natural that men and women are attracted to each other. For various, 
mainly procreative, reasons most people assume that heterosexuality is the norm, the status quo. 
In Japan, although heterosexuality is and  always has been the norm, sexual fluidity, or the idea 
that one can be sexually attracted to people of all genders, was embraced . The topic of sexuality, 6
gender, and gender identity or expression is not one explored by many Japanese or Western 
scholars. Gender identity is how a person views their gender. This does not have to correspond to 
someone’s sex assigned at birth. Gender expression is how a person chooses to express their 
gender identity usually through clothes, and behavior . ​Women's studies by Japanese scholars too 7
is almost non-existent.   Work done in either of these fields has been done mostly by Westerners.  
I was first introduced to masculine women in Japan when I was studying abroad at 
Doshisha University in Kyoto. For my course one day I was required to read Wim Lunsing’s 
“The Politics of Okama and Onabe.”  While the discourse surrounding okama - cross-dressing 
men whom perform in bars - was interesting, the discourse of ​onabe​, like other discourses that 
fall under the general category of ‘women's studies’ seems to have been skipped over . ​Onabe 8
are women who dress and act like men, and usually work in bars and clubs entertaining other 
women. However, Lunsing did a good job displaying the various complexities of ​onabe​. At the 
6 ​Mark McLelland, "Japan's Queer Cultures," ​Routledge Handbook of Japanese Culture and Society​, 
2011.​, 140. 
7 "Definition of Terms," Definition of Terms | Centers for Educational Justice & Community Engagement, 
accessed April 2, 2017, http://ejce.berkeley.edu/geneq/resources/lgbtq-resources/definition-terms. 
8 ​Wim Lunsing, "The Politics of Okama and Onabe: Uses and Abuses of Terminology regarding 
Homosezuality and Transgender," in ​Genders, Transgenders and Sexualities in Japan​, comp. Mark J. 
McLelland and Romit Dasgupta (London: Routledge, 2005),​ 81. 
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same time that I was introduced to ​onabe​, I was also introduced to the all-female performance 
troupe the Takarazuka Revue. The Revue was spectacular; much how one would imagine the 
brilliance of Broadway and the spectacle of Las Vegas would come together . Not only that but I 9
fully believed the performance of the ​otoko-yaku,​ the actresses who play the men in 
Takarazuka’s musicals and coded them as ‘male’. However, at the time I was oblivious of the 
overlap ​otoko-yaku ​and ​onabe ​shared in their performance of masculinity and ‘passing’ as male.  
However, the overlap between ​onabe ​and masculine lesbian women was already 
apparent. As previously stated ​onabe ​are women who dress and act like men, but it is different 
and more nuanced than cross-dressing . Masculine lesbian women and ​onabe ​are both sexually 10
deviant groups of people who are masculine of center individuals. When I was able to connect 
onabe​ and ‘male’ actors of Takarazuka, I thought about the subversion of gender and how these 
women lived their lives in Japan. For my thesis, I aim to research and answer: How is 
masculinity written, or worn, on Japanese women's bodies, both by themselves and by others; 
what are their struggles, both internal and external, and how do they cope with those struggles?  
In order to understand the full meaning of these questions, and to answer them, we must 
also understand the history of women, sexuality, and the subject of gender in Japan. While the 
positionality of women has always been below men in Japan, they still had some right to 
property and wealth . Even sexuality was less regulated. In the ​Tale of Genji,​ Genji attempts to 11
win over one of his friend’s stepmother, Utsusemi. Although she is flattered, her duty keeps her 
from pursuing Genji.  HoweverGenji will not give up.   He employs Utsusemi’s  younger brother 
9 ​"THE TAKARAZUKA REVUE'S ALLURE," TAKARAZUKA REVUE Official Website, , accessed April 2, 
2017, https://kageki.hankyu.co.jp/english/about/about3.html. 
10 Lunsing, 81. 
11 McLelland, 140. 
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as a page to bring her messages for him. Utsusemi continues to reject Genji and eventually Genji 
sleeps with her younger brother .  Even though it is not documented in great detail like men's 12
affairs, it is presumed that since women usually spent their days around each other they also had 
sexual relationships with each other . It was not until years later during the Edo Period 13
(1603-1868) when Japan was forced to open its borders, that more stringent conceptions of 
gender and sexulaity were introduced into Japanese society. Around this time, too, the Japanese 
started to view sex more procreativity than for pleasure . While the idea that sex is mainly for 14
procreative purposes is being dismantled, I wonder how women challenge this idea through their 
sexuality, gender expression, or both . 15
A collection of short stories, ​Sparkling Rain: And Other Fiction from Japan of Women 
Who Love Women,​ is an example of how women have dealt with their sexuality and gives us an 
idea on how lesbian women have negotiated other people’s gender expression. These women 
have written fiction centering on various topics including poems, lovers meeting up secretly, 
women coping to deal with the death of their parents, fantastical alternate universes with gay 
men,  and lesbian women waging war against each other, all have a place in this collection. 
These stories give us a personal look into how each author views themselves and others. 
Considering that very little is known about the women who wrote many of these stories,, I can 
only hypothesize what these authors truly think of masculine women. Considering that most of 
these stories were originally published from what Barbara Summerhawk, the compiler of 
12 Murasaki Shikibu, ​The Tale of Genji, ​Trans. Royall Tyler,​ ​(Penguin: New York, 2001),​), 44. 
13 McLelland, 140..   
14 Ibid, 141. 
15 Ibid, 150. 
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Sparkling Rain​, calls “The Lesbian Press” and many more stories were unpublished, it is not 
surprising that we know little about these authors .  16
Jennifer Robertson’s ​Takarazuka: Sexual Politics and Pop Culture in Modern Japan​ is 
not a primary source. However, it is one of the few pieces of literature that discusses and gives a 
full historical background of the all-female performance troupe . Unless you get an insider's 17
view into the Revue or can read Japanese to understand the Takarazuka Music Academy’s Japan 
site, understanding how the Revue is successful in its reproduction of masculinity is barely 
within grasp. However, the performance of ​Embraced by the Seas of Calista ​is my primary 
source and  I will closely analyze how ​otoko-yaku​ reproduce in addition to or as well as 
appropriate ‘male’ gender. ​Embraced by the Seas of Calista ​is a musical performed by the Revue 
in the spring of 2015, and is about liberating Calista from France in the 1700’s . Robertson’s 18
book gives me historical background with which to think about and examine those performances.  
What I have examined is that the Takarazuka Revue is the most widely accepted form of 
masculinity on women’s bodies in Japan. The Revue puts on performances at both their Grand 
Theater in Hyogo and the Tokyo Theater in Chiyoda year-round. With their huge fan base, 
mainly women, the Revue has truly become a theater for the masses . Unless you wanted an 19
orchestra seat, tickets to see the Revue are generally inexpensive . When I saw my first Revue I 20
was excited yet skeptical of how convincing the ​otoko-yaku​ performance would be. When the 
16Barbara Summerhawk and Kimberly Hughes, ​Sparkling Rain: And Other Fiction From Japan of Women 
Who Love Women​ (Chicago, IL: New Victoria Publishers, 2008), x. 
17Jennifer Ellen. Robertson, ​Takarazuka: sexual politics and popular culture in modern Japan​ (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2001)​, 2. 
18 "花組公演 『カリスタの海に抱かれて』『宝塚幻想曲（タカラヅカ ファンタジア）』," 宝塚歌劇公式
ホームページ, , accessed April 2, 2017, ​https://kageki.hankyu.co.jp/revue/2015/calista​/. 
19 Robertson, 5. 
20 Orchestra seats are 12,000 yen which is approximately 107 USD. 
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performers came out on stage everything fell into place; I did not see women performing as men. 
I saw actors and actresses. Yet, when the two leads kissed I was no longer fooled. The swift, but 
sauve turn away from the audience indicated to me that regardless of how the ​otoko-yaku 
performed their part, these were still women playing the part of ‘male’. Yet, why was the 
audience so willing to accept their performance of ‘male’ and female? What were the actors 
playing into that makes this performance so believable?  
Onabe ​is another way that women in Japan perform and wear masculinity. Because of 
their daily performance of masculinity it is difficult for me to call them women. Their situation is 
interesting. Ayako Hattori says that ​onabe ​is a “derogatory term people in Japan have for 
lesbians” . Her definition of ​onabe ​as stone butch or drag king, are too simple to encompass the 21
full meaning and identity ​onabe ​can hold. A stone butch describes lesbian women whose gender 
expression is traditionally viewed as masculine . Drag kings are female performers who 22
personify male gender stereotypes, yet unlike a stone butch, nothing is implied about their 
sexuality . ​Onabe​ can also be seen as gender non-conforming people, or people who do not 23
conform to society’s standards of masculinity and femininity . I also do not think we should be 24
quick to say that ​onabe ​are trans men either. Trans men are men whose personal identity and 
gender does not correspond with their sex assigned at birth . Highlighted in the documentary 25
Shinjuku Boys​ ​onabe ​identity is a complex relationship between gender identity, gender 
expression and sexuality . Sometimes ​onabe ​identify as women, trans men, or simply as ​onabe26 27
21Ayako Hattori, “Heterosexism and Women’s Lives in Japan,” ​Off Our Backs ​29, no 10 (1999):​ 1. 
22"LGBTQ Glossary," Queer Resource Center at The Claremont Colleges, July 19, 2016, , accessed April 
2, 2017, http://colleges.claremont.edu/qrc/education/lgbtq-glossary/. 
23 “LGBTQ Glossary”. 
24 “Definition of Terms”. 
25 “LGBTQ Glossary”. 
26Shinjuku Boys,​ directed by Kim Longinotte and Jano William (1995; 20th Century Vixen), DVD. 
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. Because of this I believe that ​onabe ​identity can hold a place in both trans and lesbian 
discourse. The documentary follows three ​onabe​, and we are invited to learn about their life and 
how they position their gender. In ​Shinjuku Boys ​we learn how the ​onabe ​and their families have 
dealt with their sexuality and gender identity. 
Japan currently presents itself as a homogenous society that does not have to deal with 
the rest of the world’s problems because everyone conforms to the status quo . 28
Non-conformation to the set path of a cis-heteronormative lifestyle in Japan can present many 
difficulties for people, especially women . Cis-heteronormative describes the idea that being 29
cisgender, identifying with the sex you were assigned at birth, and heterosexual, being attracted 
to the opposite sex, is standard for everyone .  Since Japanese society prizes men and 30
masculinity, stereotypical difficulties for most men are easily overcome .  Japan is also a 31
conformist society and individuals that complain or do not adhere to the system are seen as a 
nuisance. Individual expression is discouraged for the fear of burdening others . So why do 32
women who choose to express themselves outside of the status quo choose to face discrimination 
and judgement every day? If, as Ayako Hattori says, it is so difficult for women  to live on their 
own and live the lifestyles they want to live, why do they continue to work and perform? By 
wearing, presenting, and performing masculinity how do these women uphold, subvert, and 
challenge perceptions of gender and sexuality?  
 
27 Ibid. 
28Kosaku Yoshino, ​Cultural Nationalism in Contemporary Japan: A Sociological Enquiry​ (London: 
Routledge, 1992)​, ​11.  
29 Hattori, 1. 
30 “Definition of Terms”. 
31 Hattori, 1. 
32 Lunsing, 83. 
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Literature Review 
My literature review is essentially an outline of how I will present my thesis. Here I plan 
to detail, outline, and argue or agree with the articles, books, and other literary reviews I have 
used to build my argument. The review is ordered in such a way that it also reflects the general 
outline of my thesis. Meaning that my literature review moves from historical background of 
queer culture and theater in Japan then I move onto how gender was performed fluidly in Japan. 
Queer is an term that attempts to encompass all non-normative sexual and gender identities . 33
Afterwards I open up the discussion to include different ways to look at and analyze the short 
stories in ​Sparkling Rain, ​and the documentary​ Shinjuku Boys​. Next, I explore sources that 
discuss gender performance and androgyny of ​otoko-yaku​ in the Takarazuka Revue. I refer to 
androgyny as a the combination of both masculine and feminine characters which makes the 
person performing androgyny appear as either a man or woman . With all of the various 34
research compiled here I am able to connect masculine presenting lesbian women, ​onabe​, and 
otoko-yaku​ discourses and how they overlap with each other. In order to understand how these 
discourses line up we must first explore the history in which they were cultivated in.  
Mark McLelland’s article “Japan’s Queer Culture”​ ​presents a historical overview of 
queerness in the Japanese context. In his article McLelland discusses that sexuality was viewed 
differently prior to the United States demanding that Japan allow U.S. citizens and other 
Westerners to freely move within its borders. Japan did not have a word for ​doseiai ​which 
translates to same-sex love . However both men and women participated in some form of same 35
33 “LGBTQ Glossary”. 
34 Ibid. 
35 McLelland, 141. 
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sex relationships . After Japan was forced to open in 1853, sexology was introduced to the 36
country. The idea of same-sex love is abnormal and it was wrong to have sex for pleasure, soon 
followed . In the mid-1900’s queer magazines started to circulate, focusing mostly on male 37
same-sex love. Female same-sex love was an afterthought . In the late 1960’s there was a rise in 38
the popularity of female actors playing men’s roles and ​onabe ​bars started to open . With this 39
the idea of transgenderism  and trans discourse started to become more prominent in Japan . In 40 41
this instance, when McLelland mentions “transgenderism” because he equates this with the 
entertainment world, I view “transgenderism” more as androgyny or gender fluidity that freely 
expressed . 42
 However, the Japanese view on trans people is that if you identity as trans it is still 
labeled as gender dysphoria disorder . For me, trans is different from “transgenderism” because 43
I feel that trans refers to a gender variant person; someone whose gender identity does not 
coincide with their sex assigned at birth . Meanwhile, “transgenderism” refers to androgyny and 44
gender fluidity within the entertainment world. Even though recently you can change gender and 
name on paper, it is only if you are unmarried . While his work provides great historical 45
background to conceptualize my thesis in, I feel that McLelland could have explored the lesbian 
movement as well as great Japanese lesbian writers such as Sawabi Hitomi, or Wakabayashi 
36 Ibid, 142. 
37 McLelland, 141. 
38 Ibid, 147. 
39 Ibid, 148.  
40 “Transgenderism,” or “transvestism” are considered outdated and derogatory terms. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid, 149. 
43 Ibid, 155. 
44 “LGBTQ Glossary”. 
45 Ibid, 156. 
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Naeko. Instead McLelland skips over their involvement. He does the same with the trans issues 
in Japan; hinting that the issues are there, but not exploring more than legislation.  
Another work that helps conceptualize my thesis is Ayako Hattori’s “Heterosexism and 
Women’s Lives in Japan” from the pamphlet ​Off Our Backs .​ Hattori discusses heterosexism in 46
Japan, why lesbians have a difficult time coming out and living their lives independently. She 
says that if women are not married they are labeled as ‘pre-married’ women and are not seen as 
full citizens since they do not have husbands that can vouch for them . Because of this label 47
there are lesbians who have gotten married and have had children . This is not only because 48
women have a difficult time living independently and are not recognized as full citizens until 
marriage, but also because non-heteronormative sexual practices are looked down upon . While 49
Hattori explains well the issues women in Japan face if they choose to live independently, she 
rarely discusses masculine lesbian women. However, in many of the firsthand accounts 
transcribed in ​Queer Japan​ the women have discussed that they felt they needed to get married, 
and because living on their own was difficult . Although the McLelland and Hattori pieces do 50
not necessarily focus on gender performance or masculinity on women’s bodies, their pieces give 
important background on both how women are suppressed and queer culture in Japan. Lastly, 
they provide a framework in which to examine both the firsthand accounts transcribed in ​Queer 
Japan¸​ but also the works of ​Sparkling Rain​. 
46 Hattori, 1. 
47 Hattori, 5. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid, 6. 
50 Barbara Summerhawk, Cheiron McMahill, and Darren McDonald, ​Queer Japan: personal stories of 
Japanese lesbians, gays, transsexuals, and bisexuals​ (Norwich, VT: New Victoria Publishers, 1998). 
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In order to fully examine the ​otoko-yaku ​of Takarazuka I not only need the historical 
background of Takarazuka but a background of women within the Japanese theater. Eric 
Prideaux’s article discusses women  being banned from the ​Nō​ stage in the early 20th century 
and after the ban was lifted how it continues to be difficult for women to become ​Nō​ actors . 51
Not unlike Kabuki, which started out as an art form that was performed only by women, ​Nō​ is 
also a male-dominated world . It was not until after the World War II that women were allowed 52
to apply for professional status for ​Nō​. One of the actresses noted that “we’ve been granted this 
entry, but that doesn’t mean we’re allowed to do just anything” . This mimics the sexism that 53
still runs through Japanese society today, which gives women an extra step with which to obtain 
those very same goals as men. 
Prideaux also notes that because of the blood from menstruation and childbirth women 
are viewed as impure .  To this day women continue to be barred from certain rituals, rooms, and 
sometimes even from wearing certain costumes . Prideaux critiques this notion by recognizing 54
that the creators of ​Nō​, Kan’nami and Zeami, learned the ​kusemai​, a dance central to most ​Nō 
dramas, from a woman. Prideaux presents the question that if women were able to contribute to 
Nō ​beforehand, why can they not continue to do so today? Today, professional female ​Nō 
actresses are taking on other female apprentices so that they may the tradition of ​Nō ​on to them . 55
The actresses know they have a long way to go before they have women’s ​Nō​. Looking at ​Nō 
this way helped me contextualize Takarazuka, and Takakrazuka’s history within the history of 
51Eric Prideaux, "Women in noh," The Japan Times, , accessed March 28, 2017, 
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/life/2004/04/11/to-be-sorted/women-in-noh/#.WPm2fdLytPY​. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid. 
55 Ibid. 
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Japanese theater. By focusing on women in ​Nō,​ and how their place on the stage was taken away 
from them, we can adequately see why Takarazaka being female-only is important.  
Susan Chira introduces the new exhibit called “Third Gender: Beautiful Youths in 
Japanese Prints” where she discusses Japan’s sexual fluidity in the Edo period. The exhibit 
displays the sexual fluidity once granted in the Edo period prior to the tightening of sexual 
morals through the adaptation of Western mores . ​Wakashu, ​boys who have just entered 56
puberty, have had the sides of their heads partially shaven and were seen as the epitome of 
beauty in the Edo period . But after Japan was forced to open its borders after being threatened 57
by Commodore Matthew Perry, the Japanese started to adopt Western technology, and more 
rigid forms of sexuality and gender . Commodore Perry was a Commodore in the United State 58
Navy sent to Japan so that the United States could start to expanded economically into the East . 59
The regulations on sexuality and gender gave women less freedom. It also denounced sex as an 
act that was pleasurable which made it an obligation for married women. The regulation also 
made  sex be only for procreative reasons .  60
Unlike Chira, I would say that ​wakashu​ are not a third gender within Japanese history and 
would not equate to two-spirit individuals from Native American tribes. Two-spirit individuals 
are either female-bodied or male-bodied individuals that were respected in their tribes and could 
take on whatever roles they wished . ​Wakashu​ are different from this because they were still 61
56Susan Chira, "When Japan Had a Third Gender," The New York Times, March 10, 2017, , accessed 
March 11, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/10/arts/design/when-japan-had-a-third-gender.html. 
57 Ibid. 
58 Ibid. 
59Commodore Perry and Japan (1853-1854) | Asia for Educators | Columbia University, , accessed April 
17, 2017, http://afe.easia.columbia.edu/special/japan_1750_perry.htm. 
60 “When Japan Had a Third Gender”. 
61"Two Spirit 101," Native OUT, , accessed April 2, 2017, ​http://nativeout.com/twospirit-rc/two-spirit-101/​. 
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viewed as young men. For a portion of some young men's lives in Japan, they would become 
wakashu ​allowing them to engage in sexual relationships with whomever they wanted. They 
were able to participate in activities that were not necessarily coded as masculine .​ ​This was a 62
portion of their lives where gender fluidity was permitted . They were desirable and highly 63
sexualized, but once they developed more maturity the ​wakashu ​would be reincorporated back 
into society as men.  
A source that helps me discuss the literature from ​Sparkling Rain​ is Michiko Suzuki’s 
article "Writing Same-Sex Love: Sexology and Literary Representation in Yoshiya Nobuko's 
Early Fiction” . Her article focuses on Yoshiya Nobuko, a lesbian writer famous for her 64
vignettes discussing same-sex love, short stories and how she develops lesbian identity and love 
through them. She uses sexology as her main approach and discusses the two lesbian troupes 
presented in literature: passionate friendship, and ​ome​ which was seen as abnormal . ​Ome​ is a 65
term denoting a lesbian relationship where a masculine presenting woman, who was viewed as 
abnormal, would seduce a heterosexual woman . ​Ome​ relationships were seen as relationships 66
where “masculine women corrupt and transmit same-sex desire to the non-masculine (therefore 
normal) woman” and therefore seen as a threat to the Japanese heteronormative society . Suzuki 67
goes into great character analysis, which helps me analyze some of the characters from ​Sparkling 
Rain​ I feel, however that a lot of her analysis is repetitive.  
In the past masculine lesbian women and their relationships were viewed as abnormal, or 
62 “When Japan Had a Third Gender”. 
63 Ibid. 
64 Michiko Suzuki, "Writing Same-Sex Love: Sexology and Literary Representation in Yoshiya Nobuko's 
Early Fiction," ​The Journal of Asian Studies​ 65, no. 03 (2006): 
65 Ibid, 578. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Ibid, 579. 
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as ​ome . Today there are still masculine lesbian women, most of them existing in Tokyo’s 68
Shinjuku ni-Chome ​onabe ​bars . In Wim Lunsing’s essay, he presents information on the 69
terminology surrounding sexual and gender identity in Japan . Lunsing’s essay also touches on 70
internalized homophobia of Japanese men and women. Internalized homophobia is the process 
by which a person who identifies as non heterosexual or as not cisgender comes to believe and 
accept stereotypes presented about their group thus hindering  that individual’s ability to accept 
themselves as who they are . This stems from the Japanese being taught from an early age that 71
they must deal with their problems individually so as to not burden others . This thinking 72
promotes the idea that if someone is gay, lesbian, trans, or any other deviant sexuality or gender 
identity, they should not tell their friends or family because of the group mentality that is 
prominent in Japan . 73
Lunsing also discusses ​onabe​ and the divide in the ​onabe​ community concerning the 
definition of ​onabe​. In New Marilyn, an ​onabe ​bar, women who dress and act like men can work 
there . They can identify with the term ​onabe​, lesbian, trans or whatever – in the documentary 74
Shinjuku Boys​ the three ​onabe ​work at this club . In another club they will only let those who 75
have undergone a full medical transition work there . In other words the second club only sees 76
“real ​onabe​” as people who have access to the resources needed to have a full medical transition 
and does not allow the freedom for others to identify as ​onabe .​ Lastly, a common theme which 77
68 Ibid. 
69 Lunsing, 81 
70 Ibid. 
71 “LGBTQ Glossary”. 
72 Lunsing, 83. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Ibid, 89. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Ibid, 90. 
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surrounds my thesis is that Lunsing’s  discussion of ​onabe​ and lesbians is smaller than his 
discussion on okama and gay men. This stems from a system of oppression and belief that in 
Japan women’s issues are taken less seriously than men's. 
Ikuko Sugiura’s ​Lesbian Discourses in Mainstream Magazines of Post-War Japan ​also 
gives historical background of ​onabe​, however, unlike Lunsing she connects lesbian and ​onabe 
identity formation. Sugiura’s article starts from the sixties when lesbian literature was first 
published in Japanese mainstream media . From this we discover that the term ​onabe ​was not 78
considered a separate identity from lesbian until the 1980’s. Furthermore, ​onabe ​discourse 
started when the mainstream discovered more masculine lesbians whom they called ​tachi 
rezubian​ or male role players . ​Tachi rezubian​ means a lesbian womans whose gender 79
expression is masculine . The opposite of ​tachi rezubian​ is ​neko​, or a lesbian whose gender 80
expression is traditionally feminine . There were two types of ​tachi rezubian​. The first were 81
women who dressed and acted more masculine. The second had the same aesthetics as ​tachi 
rezubian’s​ but worked in bars and would entertain other women and became known as ​onabe . 82
Sugiura helps develop my idea of what ​onabe ​is and how it is separate from lesbian identity. 
The idea of gender as performance is not limited to the world of ​onabe.​ For centuries 
men and women in Japan have been performing roles that do not coincide with their sex assigned 
at birth. In her article Erica Abbitt explores the past and present performative body in Japan 
78Ikuko Sugiura, "Lesbian Discourses in Mainstream Magazines of Post-War Japan," ​Journal of Lesbian 
Studies​ 10, no. 3-4 (2007): 134. 
79 Ibid, 137. 
80 Ibid, 131. 
81 Ibid. 
82 Ibid, 139. 
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through Takarazuka . Abbitt’s argument is that androgyny is a tool to explore the supposedly 83
fixed points of gender through the exploration of Takarazuka’s musical performance of ​The Rose 
of Versailles​, ​Elizabeth,​ and ​The Bacchae​. The women in these performances perform a sort of 
gender slippage that is greater than enacting gender and androgyny through clothes . Her 84
reading of the performance of Oscar and Elizabeth by female actors, and how they stretch and 
redefine gender, create a space for me to interpret the performative bodies of both ​onabe ​and 
Takarasienne. The idea of gender slippage and the performance of masculinity on the 
Takarazuka stage is further developed in Robertson’s book. She discusses the concept of 
androgyny in the theater as both liberating and harmful to constructions of gender in Japan .  85
Robertson’s book ​Takarazuka: Sexual Politics and Popular Culture in Modern Japan ​is 
her theory on how Takarazuka fits into sexual discourse in Japan, and the theater’s place in 
popular culture. In her chapter “Staging Androgyny” Robertson discusses the concept of 
androgyny in the theater as both liberating and harmful to constructions of gender in Japan . The 86
otoko-yaku​ of Takarazuka both subvert and uphold strict gender norms . Yet by performing 87
masculinity on and off the stage they appropriate and disrupt the idea of ‘man’ by carrying male 
gender on their female bodies. I aim to use Robertson’s ideas of how ​otoko-yaku ​perform ‘male’ 
to develop the idea of queering gender. By passing as ‘man’ the Takarasienne’s keep intact 
stringent gender roles. Yet by passing as ‘man’ and having a nearly all female fan base they have 
subverted those roles by being seen as cis-heteronormative women and have therefore queered 
83Erica Stevens Abbitt, "Androgyny and Otherness: Exploring the West Through the Japanese 
Performative Body," ​Asian Theatre Journal​ 18, no. 2 (2001). 
84 Ibid, 252. 
85 Robertson, 54. 
86 Ibid, 52. 
87 Ibid. 
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gendered.  
Through the various works explored above, we can see that despite strict rules placed to 
keep regulate gender and sexuality in Japan, lesbian women, ​onabe​, and ​otoko-yaku​ continue to 
perform and subvert gender norms. Gender and sexual fluidity are not new concepts in Japan. 
They are expressions that became less acceptable for Japanese people to practice . By looking at 88
masculine women, ​onabe​, and ​otoko-yaku​, with the help of these works, I hope to provide 
insights as to how gender and sexuality continue to be fluid in Japan.  
 
Further Explorations 
I will be comparing and contrasting the stories of masculine lesbian women, ​onabe​, and 
examining Takarazuka’s ​otoko-yaku​ in order to draw conclusions about how these women 
construct their gender and sexual identity as well as how they have dealt with their struggles 
resulting from how they identify.  There are many reasons why women would choose to dress 
masculine. If they wish to be taken more seriously in a world dominated by men, perhaps 
dressing more and acting more like a man has allowed these women to be taken more seriously 
at their work places. Another reason to dress more masculinely could be that is how these 
women feel most comfortable. Perhaps dresses, and skirts and other clothes society ascribes to 
women are not what these women feel help them express themselves fully. In a society that 
prides itself on homogeneity, not just surrounding race but also surrounding sexuality and other 
identities, why would women choose to break the status quo? If challenging norms in Japan is so 
difficult and looked down upon , then why actively choose to be put at the bottom of society? 89
88 McLelland, 141. 
89 Lunsing, 84. 
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For lesbian women who choose to dress and act more masculine, these questions are more 
nuanced. Would it not be easier to dress femininely?  
In Chapter 2, I plan to discuss and contextualize both Japan’s queer and theatrical history. 
In order to fully understand where masculine lesbian women, ​onabe ​and ​otoko-yaku​ fit into 
current and past discourses, we need to understand Japan’s past view on women, sexuality and 
gender and what influences might have changed it. In the first section of Chapter 2, I will be 
discussing Japan’s queer history from the Heian Era (794 - 1185) to as recent as 2002 when the 
Japanese Diet passed a law that allowed trans individuals to change their sex legally . In the 90
second section of Chapter 2, I will discuss and investigate the history of Japanese theater and 
how women have been involved in it. This investigation starts with ​Nō​ since this is the first form 
of Japanese classical theater recorded to have women influencing it ending with a look at modern 
Japanese theater .  We have to look at past forms of theater to understand why Takarazuka is 91
only female, and the difficulties most female actresses have in Japan. We also have to look at 
Japanese history in order to understand how people view non-normative gender expression. 
For Chapter 3 I will discuss and analyze masculine characters in Japanese lesbian 
literature, and ​onabe​. As Jessamyn West says, “fiction reveals the truth that reality obscures” 
than the stories from ​Sparkling Rain​ will reveal, or hint at what the authors who wrote the short 
stories think of masculinity on women’s bodies . I will do a close examination of three stories 92
from ​Sparkling Rain​. The first story “Sparkling Rain”​ ​by Kaho Nakayama tells the story of the 
bittersweet final months of an old lesbian couple and recounts the days when the couple first met
90 McLelland, 156. 
91 Tamotsu Kokubu, ​Understanding Japan: Japanese theater​ (Tokyo: International Society for education 
information, 1972), 12. 
92"Jessamyn West Quotes," BrainyQuote, , accessed April 21, 2017, 
https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/j/jessamynwe104333.html. 
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. The second story “Monalisa Night” by Maruo Izumo follows two Japanese lesbians, one in 93
New York, the other in Japan, and their adventures clubbing in these places . The last story is 94
“Junko’s After School Project” by Natsuko Mori which depicts Junko’s, the protagonist, secret 
love for her senior classmate . The three stories reveal how women take on masculinity and how 95
it is read by others. Since ​onabe ​can be defined as lesbian women who dress and act like men, 
and their discourse came out of lesbian discourse, I will be discussing them in the second section 
of Chapter 2. I will discuss the documentary ​Shinjuku Boys​, which follows three ​onabe ​who 
work at the ​onabe ​bar New Marilyn, and attempt to answer the question: What is ​onabe​? Can we 
define the term ​onabe ​and why is it important that ​onabe​ are choosing to perform masculinity 
every day and not identify as women? In the end I hope to answer how  do the short stories from 
Sparkling Rain​ and the ​onabe ​from ​Shinjuku Boys​ reflect upon the acceptance of masculinity on 
women? 
In Chapter 4 I will be discussing and examining the ​otoko-yaku ​who perform in 
Takarazuka. Their performance of masculinity is different from ​onabe​ because after the actresses 
leave the Revue they no longer perform ‘male’ . For section one of this chapter, I will briefly 96
review the history of Japanese theater, focusing on modern theater. I want to focus here on 
theater that had women acting in it before the Edo Period. In the second section, I will give a 
history of the Revue and discuss its importance in mass media and the performance of 
masculinity on the stage. The last section of this chapter will be an examination of the 
otoko-yaku ​from Takarazuka. I will use both Robertson and scenes from the Takarazuka musical 
93 Summerhawk, 185-200. 
94 Ibid, 57-72. 
95 Ibid, 73-8. 
96 Robertson, 5. 
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Karisuta no Umi ni Hakarete, Embraced by the Seas of Calista,​ in order to closely read their 
performance of gender. Here I question how the Revue challenges gender. Do they challenge 
gender by performing as ‘male’ or are they simply upholding gender norms? And like masculine 
women and ​onabe,​ what does their continued performance of masculinity reflect about 
masculinity being worn by women?  
Finally in Chapter 5 I will stage my concluding remarks on gender, and masculinity in 
Japan. Since Japan is very much a groupthink society I believe it is going to take a while before 
Japanese people will be willing to connect the overlap between masculine lesbian women, 
onabe​, and the ​otoko-yaku ​from the Revue. While Sugiura has discussed the previous overlap 
between lesbian and ​onabe ​discourse, she sees them as separate entities. I believe we need to 
reconnect them. After that it will still take work, but an overlap must be drawn between them and 
Takarazuka. Furthermore, Takarazuka needs to be connected with the queer movement. 
However, since Takarazuka prefers to be mainstream, they work within the norm and not support 
the queer communities.  
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Chapter 2:  History of a Queer Japan, and Japanese Theater 
The first aim of this chapter is to explore queerness, sexuality, and gender fluidity in 
within Japanese history. Queer is an umbrella term that attempts to encompass all non-normative 
sexual and gender identities; gender fluidity is the idea that one’s gender expression or identity 
can change . Gender identity is how a person views their gender. This does not have to 97
correspond to someone’s sex assigned at birth. Gender expression is how a person chooses to 
express their gender identity usually through clothes, and behavior . The first section of this 98
chapter will explore these topics starting from the Heian Period (794-1185) onward. The second 
goal of this chapter is to explore women, and gender performance in Japanese theatrical history, 
so that we may understand why Takarazuka is performed the way it is. As we will see these two 
histories are not entirely separate and there is some overlap. By exploring both Japan’s queer, 
and theatrical histories I hope to bring to light why discussing gender performance, expression, 
and identity in Japan is still important today.  
 
Japan’s Queer History 
In order to fully understand how lesbians who are present masculinely have dealt with 
their gender expression being atypical we have to explore the historical context in which Japan 
has inscribed gender onto bodies. This will help us understand why gender, gender expression, 
and sexuality is viewed in Modern Japan. Although it is hard to collect records of same-sex love, 
or erotica, prior to the Edo Period, when woodblocks made literature and information 
widespread, we can look at literature to collect evidence. The earliest record of same-sex sex that 
I could find was in Murasaki Shikibu’s ​The Tale of Genji.​ Murasaki wrote her novel sometime in 
97 “LGBTQ Glossary”. 
98 “Definition of Terms”. 
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the 11th century during the Heian Period (794-1185). We know from art and literature of the 
time that women and men were kept separate from each other in different quarters, but that does 
not necessarily mean that men did not have affairs with women . Still, there are records of men 99
having sex with other men that can be found; furthermore it was speculated that because of the 
separated quarters women also had sex with each other .  100
Murasaki Shikibu’s ​The Tale of Genji​ is one of the example from the Heian Period of 
men pursuing the company of other men. In the chapter “The Broom Tree” Genji attempts to 
sway the wife of the Iyo Deputy, Utsusemi. Although the attraction is quite apparent Utsusemi 
feels that she cannot let herself be swayed by Genji because of her duty as a wife . After being 101
told by Utsusemi’s younger brother, whom Genji employed as his page, that his sister will not 
receive him, Genji has the boy “lie down with him” . Although this can be interpreted two 102
ways, one being that the boy is only sleeping next to Genji, or lying down can be coded language 
as having sex with the boy. Genji even finds the boy to be “so pleasing” as he was “small and 
slender to the touch, with quite short hair, he resembled his sister,” so it would not be surprising 
if Genji slept with his page simply because Genji was replacing his sister with the boy’s body . 103
In Seidensticker’s translation Genji is a bit more aggressive as he “pulled the boy down beside 
him” . The aggressiveness with which Seidensticker translates this scene confirms the idea that 104
sex between men was a carnal act meant to fulfill their sexual desire, and not romantic one . As 105
stated before not much is known about same-sex love between women, however, considering 
99  Mark McLelland, 140. 
100 Ibid. 
101 Murasaki Shikibu, ​The Tale of Genji, ​Trans. Royall Tyler,​ ​(Penguin: New York, 2001), 40. 
102 Ibid, 44. 
103 Ibid, 47. 
104Murasaki Shikibu and Edward Seidensticker, ​The tale of Genji​ (New York: Knopf, 1972), 48. 
105 McLelland, 143. 
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that women were taken less seriously than men, it makes sense that there is no documentation of 
it if there way any. 
Continuing onto the Edo Period (1603-1867) in Japan there was an increase in the 
circulation of literature including but not limited to erotic prints or ​ukiyo-e,​ and ​kibyoshi . 106107
Ukiyo-e​ are woodblock prints that focus on the pleasure aesthetics of the floating world in Edo. 
A recent article in the New York Times references work from this period while exploring an 
exhibition that opened in mid-March at the Japanese Society called “A Third Gender: Beautiful 
Youth in Japanese Prints” . The exhibition explores ​wakashu,​ or adolescent boys who were 108
seen as the epitome of beauty and were sexually available to both men and women, show another 
way that the Japanese were open to sexual and gender fluidity . These prints show men and 109
women engaging in rough sex, women dressing up as ​wakashū ​and enticing customers, ​wakashū 
are also seen playing the koto or openly entertaining people in feminine arts like flower 
arrangement . Much like the earlier periods lesbian, and same-sex love among women were 110
continuously overlook. However, this is not a surprise considering that women come second to 
men in Japanese society. Even to this day Japan’s hetero-patriarchal society, a society that 
privileges both heterosexuality and men , continues to put women second, making difficult for 111
women to live on their own, and if they are married make it hard to get divorced and only give 
certain rights to women who are married . Because cis-heterosexuality,  the idea that being 112
106 ​Kibyoshi ​are visual-verbal woodblock prints circulated in the Edo Period that were sometime 
pornographic, and are different from ​ukiyo-e ​which were erotic prints.  
107Adam Lewis Kern, ​Manga from the floating world: comicbook culture and the Kibyōshi of Edo Japan 
(Cambridge (Mass.): Harvard University Asia center, 2006), 132. 
108 “When Japan Had a Third Gender”. 
109 Ibid. 
110 Ibid.  
111 “LGBTQ Glossary”. 
112Hattori, 6. 
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cisgender and heterosexual is standard for everyone,  is so ingrained into Japanese society 113
women buy into the myth that they “can’t and must not decide their own lives” and if they do 
they are viewed as abnormal and are not treated with respect . However, in 1853 Commodore 114
Perry arrived from the United States and forced Japan to become a country with open borders . 115
With Japan becoming an open country, Western ideals, practices, sciences, technologies, etc. 
were able to enter into Japan. With those ideals, sexual fluidity among the Japanese started to 
diminish.  
During the Meiji (1868-1912) and Taishō (1912-25) Era is when the import of Western 
ideals of heterosexuality, marriage, and sex was brought into, and adopted by the Japanese. In 
1909 Mori Ōgai, an army doctor, studied in Berlin and published a novel called ​Vita Sexualis​. 
Vita Sexualis​ was the first novel to have sexuality, specifically homosexuality, as a central 
theme, this lead Japan to reexamine what they defined as normal and perverse sexuality . For 116
the first time in Japan male-male same-sex love was defined and translated as ​dōseiai.​ This 
coupled with sexology, and the increased the interest in grotesque-erotic nonsense as same-sex 
love labeled homosexuality as perverse .  Even though the term can encompass same-sex love 117
between men, and women, according to McLelland since female same-sex love is seen as more 
emotional and spiritual the ​doseiai​ has more lesbian connotations .  118
Furthermore, the love between women, that was overlooked in the Edo Period, also 
became increasingly interesting to the media. Single-sex dorms of unmarried female factory 
113 “Definition of Terms”. 
114 Ibid. 
115 McLelland, 141. 
116 Ibid. 
117 Ibid. 
118 In Japanese the kanji for ​ai​ denotes more emotional and psychological love, whereas ​koi​ represents a 
more carnal or erotic love 
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workers, and in the Takarazuka Revue were places where people thought there were a lot of 
same-sex relationships occurring . The idea that same-sex relationships were perverse started to 119
receive negative coverage in the media. There were love suicides at female higher education 
dorms that labeled certain females as abnormal and others as normal. Not only that but sexology 
labeled certain female relationships as traditional, innocent and natural. These relationships were 
not sexual, but instead strong bonds that female students made in order to fully mature. On the 
other hand, the perverse, sexual relationships that occurred between women were the ones that 
ended in love suicides. However, usually one woman was labeled the victim because she was a 
normal woman who was tricked by an abnormal, usually more masculine woman, into a 
same-sex relationship .  120
Even though after World War II Japanese society seemed to have looser ideals of sex, 
now no longer just a paradigm for procreation but a new way to seek pleasure, sex and sex 
advice was still defined through heterosexuality . Although, previously in Japanese society sex 121
for pleasure was understood and practice concept, magazines discussing sex for pleasure dove 
into other sorts of ‘queer’ or perverse sex topics . These sex topics sometimes covered queer 122
sex practices, but most of the time gave reason to pathologize and persecute those who practice 
non-heteronormative sex practices. However, as McLelland notes negative medicalization of 
these subversive desires were not as popular in Japan as they were in the United States. Accounts 
in Japanese magazine’s were upbeat and even had ‘expert’ opinions inserted into them showing 
the openness to learning about other sex practices .  123
119 McLelland, 142. 
120 Suzuki, 579.  
121 McLelland, 146. 
122 Ibid.  
123 Ibid. 
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Still these magazines were meant for, and assumed that their readers were heterosexual 
therefore eroticizing queerness, since these articles were just to inform readers of 
non-heterosexual sex . Around the 1950s queer magazines started to circulate as well. These 124
magazines, along with the opening of gay bars were used as a way to organize among the gay 
community in Japan . The magazines were subtle enough that you could pick them up 125
discretely, and usually had flyers in them telling gay men when and where organized meetings 
were held . Although the male sexuality seems to have been openly discussed in Japan, lesbain 126
love, or lesbos love, was seen as an afterthought . Once again female sexuality took a backseat 127
to the discussion of male sexuality . However, in the late 1960s there was a rise in popularity 128
among female actors playing men’s roles, and women dressing up as men, this was followed by a 
number of ​onabe bars​ opening up in  Ginza, Shinjuku ni-chome, and Roppongi . The opening 129
of lesbian and ​onabe​ bars gave space for lesbian women to meet and organize, which lead to 
lesbian discourse entering the women’s liberation movement by the mid 1970s .  130
One of Japan’s first lesbian groups that organized politically was founded in 1971 and 
was called ​Wakakusa no Kai. ​Like many other lesbian groups ​Wakakusa no kai ​after attempting 
to enter the Japanese feminist movement the group disbanded after several years. Another reason 
for the group's disbandment was the leader’s, Suzuki Michiko, treatment of it’s members. She 
upheld the strict view of treating members with respect to whether or not they were classified as 
124 Ibid. 
125 Ibid, 147. 
126 Ibid. 
127 Ibid. 
128 Hattori, 1. 
129 McLelland, 148. 
130 Ibid. 
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neko,​ a lesbian whose gender expression is traditionally feminine,  and ​tachi, ​a lesbian womans 131
whose gender expression is masculine . ​The members of the group thought this classification 132
upheld the same cis-heterosexual standards that they were trying to escape . Other groups such 133
as Regumi, founded in the late 1980s, and Phryne, founded in 1995, also tried to dive into the 
feminist movement, by holding meetings and publishing magazines for lesbian and bisexual 
women . However, because of how difficult it was, and continues to be, for some women in 134
Japan to hold jobs  and have a disposable income to spend on the publications, the group's 135
publishing magazines disbanded in the mid 1990s early 2000s . ​Phryne​ disbanded and 136
reopened in 1997 as ​Anise, ​although it failed for a while it recommenced in 2001, and is now the 
longest running lesbian publication . 137
One of the last topics to be explored by scholars is the trans community in Japan. While 
cross-dressing and androgyny has been expressed rather freely within the entertainment world, 
the Japanese view of trans people is medicalized as a “gender identity disorder,” meaning that an 
individual is just confused as to their correct gender . However, the government has voted that 138
unmarried trans individuals can change the gender and name on paper . By having 139
“reassignment” surgery, and currently on hormones this bill also furthers the medicalization, and 
pathologization of trans identity.  
 
 
 
131 Ikuko Sugiura, 131. 
132 Ibid.  
133 Summerhawk, 9. 
134 McLelland, 149. 
135 Hattori, 5. 
136 McLelland, 150. 
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History of Japanese Theater 
Although the views on sexuality and gender have changed in Japan, as we have seen 
these topics are not new to Japanese society. Sexual and gender fluidity were once accepted 
practices in Japan. Because Takarazuka is a modern theater form where it’s all-female 
performers act as men, it is important to look at how gender was performed in the past and what 
roles women had in classical Japanese theater. Before Takarazuka and other forms of modern 
theater was created ​Nō​ and Kabuki are the most heavily influenced by women and explore 
gender fluidity. Other forms of theater such as ​bugaku, kyogen, ​and ​bunraku​ will not be 
discussed here since the influence of women, and exploration of gender fluidity was very little. 
Nō​ drama is a form of traditional art in Japan, however unlike ​bugaku, Nō​ is still 
performed today, and there are records of women acting in ​Nō ​dramas​. Nō​ is probably the most 
well know traditional Japanese theater .  But it’s long and slow, highly stylized movements and 140
development have been lost and underappreciated by Western audiences. Because of ​Nō’s ​long 
chants in classical Japanese, it is even hard for Japanese people to understand. So before they go 
see the plays Japanese people, or people who can read Japanese try to familiarize themselves 
with the scripts so they can appreciate the art style . The art of ​Nō ​has been a tradition passed 141
down throughout generations. Typically is has been from father to son, but women were able to 
perform in ​Nō​ as well. Even Kan’nami and his son, Zeami, who wrote  a majority of ​Nō ​plays 142
and are considered the founders of ​Nō ​as we know it today, learned ​Nō​ dances from a woman .  143
140 Kokubu, 27. 
141 Ibid, 28. 
142 Ibid. 
143 Ibid, 31. 
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As stated before women were allowed to act in ​Nō, ​in the 20th century, along with the 
tightening of sexual mores from the West, so was the freedom of women. Although women 
could no longer act in ​Nō ​professionally and perform for audiences, they were still allowed to 
practice ​Nō ​as a hobby . Even though now they are allowed to act in ​Nō ​that is not to say that 144
women do not face stigma and hostility when attempting to perform the art. Tomiyama, a ​Nō 
actress stated that “We’ve been granted entry, but that doesn’t mean we’re allowed to do just 
anything” . It is hard for a ​Nō ​actress today to gain full recognition in her art because the men 145
that they perform with will not let them near certain costumes or props, which keeps the women 
from performing certain roles . However, despite setbacks from male colleagues women are 146
still continuing to challenge old standards and perform in ​Nō.   
The second form of classical theater that was heavily influenced by women, and also 
explored and expanded the idea of gender performance was Kabuki. Kabuki started around 1603, 
and is probably the most well know Japanese theater. Kabuki is distinguished by its elaborate 
costumes with modern colors. Usually traditional yet modern looking kimono are worn, and 
movements in kabuki are like those in ​Nō​ are highly stylized, and actors also wear masks but 
actors also use makeup to convey who they are . What makes kabuki different from ​Nō​ is that 147
is started out with women acting both men and women roles . In 1629 the Shogunate was 148
disturbed by the level of prostitution that was happening around the women in Kabuki, he 
considered them to be “harmful to the public”  so he banned women from the stage . In their 149 150
144 “Women in Noh”. 
145 Ibid.  
146 Ibid.  
147 Kokubu, 59. 
148 Ibid.  
149 Ibid, 67. 
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place young prepubescent boys, who were androgynous and beautiful looking , called ​wakashu 151
would play ​onnagata . ​These ​wakashu​ were sexually available to both men and women , and 152 153
because of their attractiveness people would fight over the ​wakashu​ for sexual favors . Soon 154
afterwards ​wakashu ​were also banned from the Kabuki stage so then men started playing 
onnagata​ by wearing masks and painting their faces . Performative gender fluidity was not new 155
to the stage, however, with the increasing surveillance of gender and sexuality in Japan as it 
opened up and modernized, these performances increasingly became limited to the stage. 
As Japan started to modernize, its theater also started to change. Modern drama like 
Shimpa, New School, and Shingeki, or New Drama, was created and was modeled after 
European forms of drama in the late 1800s to early 1900s .  156
Shimpa, translated as New School was founded in 1888. The way in which it modeled 
European theater was that it dealt with war and battle scenes that glorified the nation. For the 
first time since the ban created in the Edo Period on women performing on stage, women were 
allowed to act in these plays . However, the flow of Shimpa performances was similar to 157
Kabuki. The old performance style meshed with the new themes of action and nationalism did 
not prove to be very popular, and the theater failed . Shingeki, or New Drama, was founded 158
around 1900, and was even more similar to European drama than it’s predecessor Shimpa. 
Shingeki started to perform plays like Ibsen’s “Doll House,” and Chekhov’s “The Three Sister’s” 
151 “When Japan Had a Third Gender”.  
152 Kokubu, 66. ​Onnagata​ means women’s roles in Japanese. 
153 “When Japan Had a Third Gender”. 
154 Kokubu, 71. 
155 Robertson, 218. 
156 Kokubu, 97. 
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. Shingeki was so popular that different groups started to perform and compete for audiences; 159
They even used female actresses instead of ​onnagata . 160
After both Shimpa and Shingeki were created, another form of theater that only used 
women to act was founded in 1913 by Kobayashi Ichizō was created. Kobayshi created 
Takarazuka Revue and viewed it to be a counterpart to Kabuki, since all the actors in Kabuki are 
male, and all actors in Takarazuka are female. The irony of this is that Kabuki was originally 
made, and played by women. The Revue is known for it’s Rococo style theater. Now the style of 
the theater seamlessly mixes the fantastic style of Broadway with hints of Rococo theater weaved 
into it. Now the Revue does remakes of classic Japanese tales such as ​The New Tale of Genji​, or 
Shin Genji Monogatari,​ and modern Western plays such as West Side Story, or ​Chicago . Even 161
though the Revue performs modern interpretations of Japanese folktales and Western musicals, 
they also create their own. However, these musicals like ​The Rose of Versaille, Embraced by the 
Seas of Calista, ​and ​Elizabeth​ are usually set in European settings, as a way to excotize the West 
and transport their audiences to faraway worlds . 162
The Takarazuka Revue still performs today, with women acting both men's and women’s 
roles as ​otoko-yaku, ​ actresses who play the men in Takarazuka’s musicals, and ​musume-yaku, 
the actresses that play women’s part for the Revue .  The ​otoko-yaku​ that perform in these 163
shows are the highlight of the musicals as they perform androgyny. They perform androgyny so 
well that female fans have even sent love letters to ​otoko-yaku .​ Because of ban placed on 164
159 Ibid. 
160 Ibid.  
161 Robertson, 27. 
162 Ibid, 28. 
163 Ibid, 15. 
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women previously and sexism in Japan, Takarazuka was not always this popular. And when the 
Revue first opened up the women who were acting in it were looked down upon and as corrupt. 
A school registry even took a top star off their graduation registry because they did not want her 
to be associated with their school . 165
 
Concluding Thoughts on Gender in Japanese Culture and Theater 
As we can see gender fluidity, along with fluid sexuality is all part of Japanese history, 
both theatrical and cultural. While the literary works on these topics are limited, the ones that I 
have found outline the ways in which Japanese women carry and transform masculinity on their 
bodies, however it is still a topic that needs to be further explored. I will be coupling the stories 
from ​Sparkling Rain​ with first hand accounts from ​Queer Japan: Personal Stories of Japanese 
Lesbians, Gays, Transsexuals and Bisexuals ​i​n order to examine how queer women cope with 
their own masculinity. ​In ​Queer Japan​ lesbians describe how they came to terms with their own 
sexuality and how they coped with being sexually perverse in Japan. ​ I will also be using the 
documentary ​Shinjuku Boys​ so that I may compare and contrast onabe and ​otoko-yaku​, and 
masculine lesbian women. Gender is a construct that is imposed on us from the time we are born, 
the women that are able to play with androgyny see this and are able to move freely between the 
spectrums of what society defines as strictly man and woman. 
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Chapter 3: Perverse Sexualities and Gender Expressions 
My first goal for this chapter is to discuss how masculine lesbians are presented in 
lesbian literature. Since the characters created in these short stories are both lesbian and 
masculine presenting, what do the authors construction of these characters say about how women 
can and should express their gender. Because ​onabe​ were assigned female at birth, dress and act 
as men do, and usually love other women what separates them from masculine lesbians ? Both 166
have subvert gender ideals by performing masculinity and have non-normative sexualities. They 
are in this chapter together because both of their identities can fall under the umbrella term 
queer. Therefore, the second objective for this chapter is to define, discuss and explore the 
identity of ​onabe​, and figure out what their daily performance of masculinity, how the ​onabe 
have come to terms with their identity say about gender expression and fluidity.  
 
Masculine Lesbians in Lesbian Literature 
In ​Sparkling Rain: and Other Fiction from Japan of Women Who Love Women ​is an 
anthology of lesbian fiction that discusses sex, sexuality, gender, gender expression, family, 
community, and homophobia. While each short story may not deal with all of these topics, each 
story shows us different ways in which characters situate themselves. I will be looking at three 
stories, all of which deal with masculinity in one way or another. “Sparkling Rain”​ ​describes 
how an older lesbian couple meet and what they overcame to be with each other.In Maruo 
Izumo’s “Monalisa Night”​ ​follows independent women in their mid to late twenties that are 
active in the lesbian club scene. Lastly, Natsuko Mori’s vignette “Junko’s After School Project” 
is about a secret love that a high school junior has for her senior.  
166 Lunsign, 89. 
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“Sparkling Rain” differs from the latter two stories in that the love between to the two 
main characters is already fully realized, and Yukino and Itsuko are partnered and retired. The 
two meet in their late thirties; Yukino is married and has a son, Yoshiyuki, and Itsuko is 
Yoshiyuki’s art teacher at school . They meet because Yoshiyuki hit his teacher because his 167
girlfriend has fallen in love with his art teacher; he is not angry about her sexuality, but rather a 
jealous teenager. Itsuko tells this to Yukino, and Yukino realizes her own attraction to her son’s 
teacher right away. She notes that Itsuko is “dressed in a casually stylish manner that was 
altogether different from the stereotypical image of a teacher” and that her demeanor is so 
completely refined - so coolly suave - that she practically approached the point of 
standoffishness” . This is the only physical description of Itsuko we are given and words like 168
“suave” and “standoffish” are not typically used to describe women, these traits are more 
masculine than feminine.  
Secondly, Itsuko’s tastes are also masculine. The art teacher drives a red sports car, and 
the scent of her perfume was “neither feminine-smelling like [Yukino’s] own, nor masculine like 
a man’s cologne. Rather, it hinted of something in-between” . Even though it is just perfume, 169
Itsuko’s choice of this “in between” perfume hints at androgyny. Not only is Itsuko demeanor 
more masculine in an attractive way, but so is her style. Yukino falls in love with Itsuko because 
of their emotional connection, which develops as Itsuko paints Yukino for month, but at first 
Yukino is attracted to Itsuko’s play with gender. Itsuko is neither feminine nor masculine but 
rather she is androgynous. Her coolness is not intimidating, it approaches “standoffishness” but 
167 ​“​Sparkling Rain​,”​ 186. 
168 Ibid​,​ 187. 
169 Ibid,​ ​188. 
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is not quite there yet . Itsuko plays with gender in an acceptable way; she is not too masculine, 170
but she is also not feminine. In “Sparkling Rain” it appears there is an acceptable amount of 
masculinity a woman can wear on her body for Itsuko to still be attractive. Perhaps if Itsuko were 
more masculine Yukino would not accept her as a lover but see her as someone who is abnormal, 
and does not want to associate with. Although this story reflects less on how gendered is 
performed by either Yukino or Itsuko, it show Yukino’s fears as a woman in Japan, fears that are 
shared by some women who either want to live independently, or with their female partner. Even 
though “Sparkling Rain” has less to do with gender than “Monalisa Night” or “Junko’s After 
School Project,” Kaho Nakayama provides us with an example of how masculinity on Japanese 
women that is acceptable, and she highlights how Japanese male-dominated society hinders 
women in their search for happiness and love.  
Izumo Maruo’s “​Monalisa Night” ​follows the lives of long-distance lesbian couple, 
Kiyomi, who is currently working in New York, and Yuri who is Kiyomi’s freeloading, 
college-aged girlfriend. The story starts off following Kiyomi in New York at what she classifies 
as a “tough dyke bar” called Crazy Nannies . While there she meets a Japanese-American 171
lesbian named Hana, who despite her tough looks, is extremely self conscious about herself. 
Although Kiyomi finds herself attracted to Hana’s impressive muscles, she is not attracted to the 
person that Hana is. Hana has “sun-browned skin” and she is overconfident, even if she tells Yuri 
she is shy, her personality is overbearing . Even though Kiyomi was slightly attracted to Hana 172
because of Hana’s muscles she notes, “Cruelly, those prized biceps made her look 
round-shouldered,” hinting that although her muscles are impressive, and a way to attract 
170 Ibid, 187. 
171 “Monalisa Night,”​ ​57. 
172 Ibid. 
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women, in the end they are too much on Hana’s body . Afterwards Hana rants to Kiyomi about 173
how she is ugly without her muscles, and even though Hana’s ex-girlfriend left her for a “prim 
white woman” she could never get rid of her muscles because they are what gives her confidence
. Although we do not know how Kiyomi looks, we can presume from her declining attraction 174
to Hana, that Kiyomi finds Hana’s masculine features - dark skin, large muscles, gym obsession - 
to be undesirable.  
Yuri, Kiyomi’s girlfriend in Japan with whom she has a romantic relationship with, also 
goes out that night to Club Monalisa with her friends. Yuri meets an American women, Yasmin, 
whom she notices on the dance floor . Other than being tall, Yuri describes Yasmin as an 175
“alcohol-soaked American butch” who would be “popular with the Japanese women” . A butch 176
is lesbian women whose gender expression is viewed as masculine . Even when Yuri and 177
Yasmine are kissing and having sex the adjectives used to describe Yasmin are positive and fun. 
For instance, although Yasmin is butch her features are soft, including her hair and skin . As 178
Yuri and Yasmin are making love in Yasmin’s hotel room, she is a “soft and naked, wildly 
feline” that is giving Yuri a lot of pleasure . Lastly, the next morning before Yasmin leaves for 179
Kyoto, the two chat.  
When we compare Hana to Yasmin it seems as though Izumo Maruo is hinting that 
masculinity on Japanese women, even if they are Japanese-American, is unappealing and not 
desirable; however, on other women, specifically white women, not only is it attractive, it is 
173 Ibid, 58. 
174 Ibid. 
175 Ibid, 59. 
176 Ibid, 62. 
177 “LGBTQ Glossary”.  
178 Ibid, 54. 
179 Ibid, 65. 
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socially acceptable. Even after Kiyomi leaves Crazy Nannies she has to shake of “Hana’s 
persistent advances” . Hana does not know when to stop, or when the person she is talking to is 180
disinterested. Even though Kiyomi finds muscles on women pleasing, Hana, as a butch 
Japanese-American is too overbearing for Kiyomi to continue to find her attractive. However, 
Yasmin, is someone who Yuri find attractive. Although we never get a sense of how Yuri and 
Kiyomi present, if we look at Yasmin and Hana, we can already sense that masculinity on 
Japanese women is not seen positively. The idea that masculinity on Japanese women is 
“overbearing” continues in Mori Natsuko’s short vignette “Junko’s After School Project”.  
“Junko’s After School Project” is about a high school girl’s unspoken crush on her ​senpai
. Her ​senpai, ​Saionji Shizuka is the epitome of femininity. “Ah, Miss Shizuka, so beautiful and 181
pure of heart! My own white lily!” Junko introduces Shizuka to the reader . Shizuka is 182
presented to us as someone who is graceful, beautiful, innocent, and humble . Junko, who 183
refuses to admit her feelings for Shizuka are more than admiration, sees Shizuka as a someone 
others should strive to be. And people like Junko’s friend Rei, and Miyako, who is the president 
of the body building club, are the type of women one should avoid.  
In ​Hatsukoi no Monogatari: Koukou no Nikki  Makoto documents her realization of her 184
first lesbian love. In Makoto’s first year of high school a girl named Yoko transfers to her school. 
Yoko and Makoto become close friends, yet a one point Yoko starts to ignore Makoto. So 
starting second semester of high school Makoto starts “watch her go by silently” . This reflects 185
180 Ibid, 68. 
181 ​Senpai​ in Japanese is used as a signifier for social status in interpersonal relationships. In this vignette 
it is used to express that Shizuka is a third year high school student, and Junko is in her second year 
182 “Junko’s After School Project,” 73. 
183 Lilies are the flower of innocence, devotion and humility 
184 Trans. ​High School Diary: Days of My First Love  
185 See Appendix A. 
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how Junko secretly watches and obsesses over Shizuka. Makoto his hesitant to talk about, or 
recognize her feelings for Yoko; even when she does recognize her feelings for Yoko she does 
not want these feelings to be true. She even goes to the library to find a reason as to why she 
feels this way towards Yoko. Unfortunately, she finds a magazine with an article by Freud 
discussing homosexuality, and if this continues into adulthood Makoto will have what Freud 
calls an “abnormal spirit ”. Because this article she thinks she’s abnormal and tries her best to 186
not respond to her feelings.  
However, Rei thinks that her friend Junko should pursue her feelings. Junko’s description 
of Rei further expands the idea of masculinity, or in Rei’s case “boyishness,” is not attractive on 
Japanese women. Although Rei’s haircut is “becoming” and she is popular with the first year 
students, Junko finds her behavior “crude,” “over-familiar” and “annoying” . When Rei finds 187
that Junko is once again staring at Shizuka playing the piano she chimes in that she “wouldn’t 
mind playing around with her [Shizuka] sometime” to which Junko thinks to herself that Rei is a 
“boorish lout” . Since Rei is acting like an “uncivilized male” and gives into her sexual desire 188
by pursuing underclassmen, Junko finds her to be “boorish” and “beastly” . Not only are her 189
mannerism and style boyish, she is sexually active and curious which is the opposite of Junko 
and Shizuka who are innocent and pure . 190
Another masculine character in “Junko’s After School Project” is Kira Miyako who is 
known as the Amazon since she is the president of the body building club at Junko’s school . 191
186 See Appendix A. 
187 “Junko’s After School Project,” 73. 
188 Ibid, 74. 
189 Ibid, 75. 
190 For further reading that details lesbian love in high school see Appendix A.  
191 ​Sparkling Rain,​ 75. 
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Miyako’s features are described as animal-like, and not in a fun, sexy feline way like Yasmin 
from “Monalisa Night”. Miyako is extremely tall for a Japanese woman at 5 feet 9 inches, her 
muscles are always on display, and her hair is a thick mane, “wavy hair right down to her hips” 
which gives her  lion-like qualities . In this sense Miyako is more like Hana than Rei, too 192
masculine for a Japanese woman to the point where she is almost not human. Miyako is also into 
BDSM . Junko wants to 'save' Shizuka from the two 'abnormal' people. Michiko Suzuki defines 193
abnormal as a more masculine woman who has the “power to corrupt and transmit same-sex 
desires to the non-masculine (therefore normal) woman," which is how Junko views Miyako . 194
And so, justifying that she, is pure and would not have the sexual desires of Rei and Miyako, 
Junko is still able to be labeled 'normal'. Junko’s love and protection for Shizuka is viewed as, by 
Junko, as  “passionate friendship” . Junko is not the​ ​an butch like Rei and Miyako, so her 195
desires are given legitimacy. Junko’s wants to save Shizuka from walking down a sexually 
deviant path .  196
Through their fiction we see the authors reactions to heteropatriarchal gender ideas. In 
“Sparkling Rain” we see fears shared among the women in Japan who wish to be independent 
embodied in Yukino. Itsuko, unlike Rei or Hana, the ideal amount of masculinity on her body. In 
“Monalisa Night” it is reflected that masculinity on Japanese women, even if they 
Japanese-American,​ ​is too much, and the woman is often compensating for a trait she does not 
have. For Hana, her muscles give her confidence, and although her muscles are attractive, Hana 
192 Ibid. 
193 Aside from women in Japan being taught that sex is only for marriage, and the fact that non-normative 
sexuality is a taboo in Japanese society, BDSM also does not carry positive connotations in Japan. 
BDSM stands for: Bondage/Discipline, Domination/Submission, and Sadism/Masochism 
194 Suzuki, 579. 
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is too butch and her muscles take away from her feminine posture and round her shoulders . 197
However, we also learn that masculine on white women is not only acceptable, but white women 
who are masculine can still be feminine and fun. Lastly in “Junko’s After School Project” both 
Rei and Miyako’s masculinity is too much, and their sexually curiosity makes them dangerous to 
women like Shizuka who are heterosexual women.  
Each of these stories treats masculinity and androgyny in a different ways. The first story, 
“Sparkling Rain” Itsuko presentation is not necessarily seen as harmful, or negative. However, in 
Monalisa Night​ the “featureless” white woman at the club catches Yuri’s eye, Yasmin’s butch 
characteristics are attractive and enticing to Yuri, whom she spends the night with . On the 198
other hand, in New York, Kiyomi meets Hana, a Japanese-American who is obsessed with 
exercising and her muscles. While at first Kiyomi finds these muscles attractive she does not find 
Hana’s personality attractive, in fact it is too much for Kiyomi to handle .  This shows that 199
masculinity is not an acceptable form of expression on Japanese women’s bodies. Furthermore, 
in ​Junko’s After School Project​ both the masculine characters, Rei and Miyako, are put down by 
Junko. Not only are they unattractive, but they are sexualy deviant and completely unaccepted by 
Junko. In their treatment of masculinity these stories give the varying degrees of acceptance of 
masculinity performed by Japanese women. Furthermore, we can see that boyishness, and more 
masculine qualities - strength, confidence, sexual curiosity and prowess, and various physical 
attributes - are seen as negative traits on Japanese women. 
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Examination of ​Onabe  
 
“[I] felt that my gender did not suit me, but at last I realized I 
didn’t want to try to be either masculine or feminine. I grew 
disgusted with myself for having enjoyed dressing up in men’s 
clothes at times. I began to think that i wanted to be myself, no 
matter what I wore or how I acted.”  200
- Kirara, ​Queer Japan 
 
I start with the quote above because not only do I think the sentiment is shared among 
women whose gender expression, how a person chooses to express their gender identity usually 
through clothes, and behavior, does not fit their gender identity,  how a person views their 
gender, which does not have correspond to someone’s sex assigned at birth . ​Onabe​ are women 201
who dress and act like men, and like Kirara, a lesbian who wrote for ​Queer Japan​, ​onabe’s 
gender expression does not align with their gender identity, or the sex they were assigned at 
birth. While the lesbians created in the short stories from ​Sparkling Rain​ can reveal to us some 
way in which masculinity is viewed on women’s bodies, looking at ​onabe​, who are also queer 
individuals, dress masculinely and date other women, can reveal more to us about how women 
have dealt with performing masculinity and what that has meant for them. Japan is a groupthink 
society, so therefore identifying outside of the bounds Japan’s cis-heteronormative society, a 
society that privileges heterosexual and cisgender people , operates under, creates not only a 202
burden for you, but for others as well . While there are people like the lesbians constructed in 203
Sparkling Rain​ whose gender expression does not match their gender identity as women, there 
200 ​Queer Japan,​ 28. 
201 “Definition of Terms”. 
202 “Definition of Terms”. 
203 Lunsing, 81. 
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are other people like ​onabe​ who feel that there they are not women, or that ‘woman’ only 
encompases part of their identity . 204
In order to talk fully about ​onabe ​discourse we need to understand terminology that 
surrounds trans discourse since trans discourse encompasses identities of people who do not 
identify as cisgender . Cisgender refers to someone who views their sex assigned at birth and 205
gender as the same . What this means is that women who identify as ‘woman,’ or ‘girl’ and 206
were assigned female at birth, are cisgender individuals. Trans denotes a person whose 
self-identity does not conform to conventional notions of male or female gender . Just because 207
a person identifies as trans does not necessarily mean that that person identifies within the gender 
binary. ​Onabe​, for Lunsing, connotes a lesbian woman who is masculine in character and gender 
presentation; it can also mean that that person is also gender non-conforming . Gender 208
non-conforming refers to a person who does not conform to society’s expectations of gender 
expression based on ideas of masculinity and femininity . 209
Onabe ​discourse started when mainstream media in the 1960s discovered more masculine 
lesbians whom they called ​tachi rezubian​ or male role players . There were two types of male 210
role players: one was women who dressed and acted more masculine, and the second had the 
same aesthetics but worked in bars and entertained other women - the second become known as 
onabe . Most ​onabe ​now do work in clubs and bars. Within these clubs and bars there is a 211
204 ​Shinjuku Boys. 
205 Lunsing, 90. 
206 “Definition of Terms”. 
207 “LGBTQ Glossary”. 
208 Lunsing, 89. 
209 “Defintion of Terms”. 
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discussion about what truly defines ​onabe​. In one ​onabe ​bar called Apollo, they said that they 
would not hire anyone that had not undergone top surgery, or were not on hormones . And that 212
the people who claimed they were ​onabe ​who had received neither of those were not ​onabe ​but 
simply cross dressing women . However this keeps certain people who do not have the means 213
to undergo full-medical transition from identifying as ​onabe​. Other bars, like New Marilyn, 
believe that those who identify as ​onabe​, and have the onabe aesthetics, regardless of medical 
status, they will hire those ​onabe . The narrator of ​Shinjuku Boys​ says they are women who 214
have decided to live as the ‘ideal’ man .  215
Shinjuku Boys ​is a documentary that follows three ​onabe ​that work at the club New 
Marilyn. The three ​onabe​:​ ​Gaish, who is described as being a playboy, Kazu, described by their 
peers as the lovable type, and Tatsu, who Kazu believes is the most masculine out of the ​onabe 
that work at New Marylin . How they discuss their lives, as ​onabe​, their childhood, and their 216
relationship with their families, displays how the identity ​onabe ​is different for everyone.  
For instance Gaish, thinks they are absolutely detestable as a woman . However, they 217
do not want to be viewed as a real man either. They say that since childhood they have always 
been more masculine and living as an ​onabe ​has always seemed natural to them . Gaish enjoys 218
seeing women outside of work, however when they have sex they do not like to take off their 
clothes. Gaish does not want their partner to view them as a woman, so they take on a more 
masculine role in bed. For instance they are making their feel pleasure, not the opposite way 
212 Lunsing, 89 
213 Ibid. 
214 Ibid. 
215 ​Shinjuku Boys​. 
216 Ibid. 
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around. This is similar to Yuri’s experience with Yasmin in “Sparkling Rain”. When their having 
sex Yuri has to make an effort so that Yasmin will let her reciprocate during sex . Gaish also 219
thinks that if the woman comes back asking for more than Gaish says “Ah, I’ve fooled her” and 
they are accepted as a man . The thought that they are accepted as a man, is also one that is 220
shared with masculine lesbian women. Saho Asada says that “When I was younger, I took on a 
tachi ​role to love hetereosexual women,”  and that she had “loved many women, but to many of 221
them, I was just a phase, a substitute for a man” . The pseudo acceptance of other women of 222
both Gaish’s and Saho’s masculine bodies proves that their deviant gender expression is viewed 
as a cover, and simply temporary for their counterparts. ​Onabe​ is a complex identity that for 
Gaish means they can be who they want, neither mean nor woman. Gaish’s feelings of not being 
either male or female is a feeling shared among their co-workers.  
Another ​onabe ​that the documentary follows is Kazu. In the opening scene of the 
documentary Kazu is seen binding their chest while getting ready for work . Kazu thought “I 223
am really a man” because they didn’t get their period until later in life and when they did it was 
horrible . Kirara from ​Queer Japan​ wrote that they too felt that “getting my period was nothing 224
but a burden … I found my body, bent on becoming that of an adult woman, to be an 
abomination” . Both Kazu and Kirara did not want to become a woman, for Kirara that meant 225
they could not do the activities they enjoyed, and that her guy friends started to look at her 
differently. For Kazu, that meant becoming something that they did not want to become. And for 
219 “Sparkling Rain,” 68. 
220 Ibid. 
221 ​Queer Japan,​ 136. 
222 Ibid, 135. 
223 ​Shinjuku Boys​. 
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both of them having their period made them not human, since their gender expression did not 
fully match their biological gender, they could not see themselves as man or woman. Lastly, 
Kazu tries to have a relationship with their mom and sends her flowers for mother’s day. When 
they talk on the phone Kazu’s mom says that “People are different, I can’t tell you how to live. 
No good living unhappily. Just stay in touch” . It seems that Kazu’s mom wants what is best for 226
Kazu, and although she does not understand Kazu’s lifestyle, she is happy if Kazu is. And unlike 
most parents in Japan does not seem to pressure Kazu into marriage. Gaish and Kazu identity 
seem to be situated more in the middle of what society's definition of what man and woman is. 
Although their gender expression is more masculine, they do not identify as men which is 
different their co-worker Tatsu . 227
The last ​onabe ​that ​Shinjuku Boys​ follows is Tatsu. Out of all three of the ​onabe​, Tatsu is 
the most masculine looking in terms of idealized masculinity, and is the only one of the three to 
identify as both an ​onabe​ and trans man. Trans men are men whose personal identity and gender 
does not correspond with their sex assigned at birth . We first meet Tatsu as he is getting his 228
hair cut by a barber. The barber is asking Tatsu about his hormone treatment, and they joke about 
Tatsu developing facial hair, which Tatsu is excited to start growing . While the barber 229
continues to ask Tatsu questions about his hormone treatment, it is hard to know if the barber is 
taking Tatsu seriously when he keeps chuckling while he asks questions, even though Tatsu is 
answering them seriously. Although, the barber is not interviewed and we do not the full scope 
of the barber and Tatsu’s relationship, from this scene in the documentary from how he asks 
226 ​Shinjuku Boys​. 
227 Ibid. 
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Tatsu questions it seems as though he is slightly uncomfortable with the idea that Tatsu is trans230
.  
Tatsu also has a girlfriend, Tomoe, their relationship is very important to Tatsu as it helped him 
accept himself for who he is .  231
Tomoe is young and feminine and calls Tatsu ‘he’. They live together and share the 
housework and chores. Tatsu like his co-workers hated sex before Tomoe, and he would never 
take his clothes off. But with Tomoe, Tatsu felt that he could take his clothes off and has been 
able to accept his body . At the end of their conversation about sex Tomoe says, “​Tatsu ha 232
Tatsu,” ​meaning “Tatsu is Tatsu” .​ Out of all the ​onabe ​interviewed for this documentary 233
Tatsu, the only trans identified ​onabe​, seems to have the most self-acceptance. He is able to have 
sex, and although he does not have a relationship with his family, he seems to be happy with his 
life. The other important factor is that his girlfriend has accepted his masculinity; Tomoe takes 
Tatsu as he is, and loves him for him. Tatsu and Tomoe, and Kazu and their mother’s 
relationship display how important it is for queer people to have someone in their life that 
accepts them for they are. 
Generally after a long time and dealing with the idea of masculinity on themselves and 
what presenting masculinely means for them, it seems as though all three ​onabe ​have come to 
terms with their identity. Although for Gaish I’m not sure they are happy with their body, 
however they feel that living as an ​onabe ​is natural for them.  As for family, Tatsu never 
mentions his, but Kazu and Gaish do. In terms of acceptance, Gaish does not, and probably will 
230 Ibid. 
231 Ibid.  
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not have  a great relationship with their family. They claim that as a child they were not loved, 
and that lack of love and commitment has carried over into adulthood for them. They see 
themselves as not being good enough to love. As for Kazu it seems that their mom is open and 
willing to have a relationship with them. Even though Kazu mom has not fully accepted Kazu’s 
lifestyle as an ​onabe​, she cares deeply about Kazu, and for Kazu that seems to be a relief.  
As seen from ​Shinjuku Boys, onabe ​is different for everyone who identifies as one. It can 
encompass trans discourse and lesbian discourse. ​Onabe ​encompasses a wide range of masculine 
identities, however more than likely those who identify as ​onabe ​were most likely assigned 
female at birth. Although, ​onabe ​most likely work at bars that is not to say people who identify 
as ​onabe ​do not work regular day jobs. Although the ​onabe ​identity can include lesbian identity 
too, we should, however, consider ​onabe ​discourse separate from lesbian discourse. It has been 
separate from the 1980’s, ​onabe ​were ​tachi rezubian​ who entertained women in bars and clubs, 
now they also encompass trans identities and discourses . Furthermore, similar to how in the 234
United States and Western trans rights movement, ​onabe​, and other trans identities are often 
forgotten within the mainstream story and discourse of Japan’s queer rights movement . 235
 
Final Comments on Masculinity and Women in Japan 
In both their fiction and their first hand accounts translated in ​Queer Japan​ there are 
varying degrees of how women choose to identify. Most of the women in ​Sparkling Rain​ were 
feminine women, at least the women who were telling the stories were. However, within the 
short stories compiled in ​Sparkling Rain​ there are masculine women, and usually within those 
stories their bodies are judged and demeaned because they are different. Even the more 
234 Sugira, 128. 
235 For a further description of ​onabe ​and ​onabe ​bars please see Appendix B. 
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masculine women such as Kirara in ​Queer Japan​ had a difficult time being accepted by others 
because of her masculinity. While people praised her for being like a boy they were also pointing 
out to her that she was not, and her body reminded her of that when she first started to 
menstruate . Growing up too she felt that she was rejected by women because she was not 236
masculine enough, yet perhaps it had more to do with her partners internalized homophobia, and 
adherence to Japanese society that made Kirara not an ideal partner for them.  
Onabe ​too are cast to the sides as people in Japan. You are likely to find ​onabe ​in the 
entertainment district in Tokyo at Shinjuku ni-Chome, which historically was a red-light district. 
Their daily performance of gender, usually at night in ​onabe ​bars, is a fun way for them to make 
money and entertain other women. Their identity as ‘woman’ however, is not so simply placed. 
While historically their identity was linked to women as ​tachi lesbians​, but later this identity split 
into two and the identity of ​onabe ​was created . Everyday by choosing to live as ​onabe​,usually 237
independently from their families like the three ​onabe ​in ​Shinjuku Boys​ they are subverting the 
norm set up for them by Japanese society. Sometimes the ​onabe ​in the film do not even identify 
as ‘women’. Their view of what gender is is more fluid that ‘man and woman’. While their 
parents may still view them as their daughters, they view themselves as ​onabe​, a gender that is 
not simply pointed out. If we had to equate ​onabe ​to Western queer discourse, the closest word I 
can think of is gender non-conforming, or GNC. More often than not gender non-conforming 
people see gender as something to be played with and manufactured. They can go in between 
male and female and present androgynously, or they can dress masculinely and wear make-up 
236 ​Queer Japan,​ 27. 
237 Sugira, 134. 
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and have braids, or wear skirts with unshaven legs. ​Onabe​, like gender non-conformity, can also 
have implications about one's sexuality, and can also be included in trans discourse.  
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Chapter 4 – Performing Masculinity in the Takarazuka Revue 
My goal for this chapter is to discuss the performers and performances that the 
Takarazuka Revue put on. First I will start out with a brief discussion and re-introduce Japanese 
theater and the history of women in it. This is so we can understand how the Takarazuka Revue 
was created and why it is a theater unique to Japan. Then I will introduce a brief history of 
Takarazuka Revue, the rigorous process it takes to become an actress in the Revue, and how it 
could become so popular. My hope in doing is that we will understand the importance of the 
construction of ​otoko-yaku ​who are the actresses that play the men’s role in the Revue. Lastly, so 
we can fully understand how ​otoko-yaku​ perform masculinity on the stage I will do analysis of 
several scenes from the from the Takarazuka Musical ​Karisuta no Umi ni Hakarete​, or 
Embraced by the seas of Calista.​ Because ​onabe ​and ​otoko-yaku​ both perform gender as a form 
of entertainment I will compare ​otoko-yaku​’s situation to ​onabe​’s.  
 
Women in Japanese Theater 
Like most traditional art forms that still survive in Japan, it is dominated by men. One of 
traditional art forms that continues to have prestige today ​Nō. ​Women could act in ​Nō;​ Zeami 
and Kan’nami, the father and son duo that are named for creating modern ​Nō,​ learned dances and 
chants from women ​Nō ​actresses . It was not until the twentieth century and the adoption of 238
Western ideals that women were banned from the stage . Even though women are allowed to 239
act today and apply to professional ​Nō ​schools, they still have a difficult time finding a place for 
themselves among a world dominated by men with sexist ideals such as: women are not 
allowed to play certain parts or touch certain instruments .  240
238 Kokubu, 31. 
239 “Women in Noh”. 
240 Ibid. 
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After ​Nō ​, Kabuki was introduced as the next form of acting and performance and 
became very popular. Currently Kabuki is dominated by men but the art was started out by 
women of the floating world who acted both men’s and women’s roles . The Shogunate 241
thought that the performances were too provocative, especially because of the level of 
prostitution that surrounded the performances . After women were banned from the Kabuki 242
stage, young boys known as ​wakashu​ started performing Kabuki . Soon after they started 243
performing Kabuki they too were also outlawed because of the prostitution . Afterwards men 244
started playing men’s and women’s roles and they become known as ​onna-gata . “Males could 245
perform openly as females on the Kabuki stage and also live as women off stage. Females who 
appropriated masculinity as a social guise were criminalized after the adoption of Western ideals. 
This became the motif, and women’s freedom started to be constrained, and sexual fluidity 
became less practiced in 
Japan. . 246
The first form of modern theater was an awkward mix of European theatre tradition 
called Shimpa, with themes of war and nationalism and the highly stylized, slow movements and 
chants of kabuki . It was founded around the 1890’s but the theater quickly failed .  Shingeki, 247 248
also known as New Theater, was founded in 1900 and was more popular than its predecessor 
Shimpa. Essentially, Shingeki was European realist theater, portraying the downfalls of modern 
241 Ibid. 
242 Ibid, 66. 
243 Ibid. 
244 Ibid, 71. 
245 Robertson, 218. 
246 Ibid, 52. 
247 Kokubu, 96. 
248 Ibid, 97. 
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life through works such as Ibsen, Chekhov, and Gorky . Both Shimpa and Shingeki were the 249
first forms of theater since the ban which prevented women from acting on stage during the Edo 
Period. For years androgyny had been played with by actors and actresses, and has “provided a 
tool with which to explore the gaps between supposedly fixed points” . This probably explains 250
why ​onna-gata​ in kabuki were so popular - they played the “slippage” between their biological 
gender and the roles they performed on stage . This could also be why ​otoko-yaku​ are so 251
popular today. The female actors perform ‘male’ through the guise of androgyny, the 
combination of both masculine and feminine characters which makes the person performing 
appear as either a man or woman, and in the end fool the audience with their performance .  252
 
What is Takarazuka Revue? 
In 1913, thirteen years after Shingeki started, Ichizō Kobayashi, entrepreneur and owner 
of the Hankyu Corporation, created Takarazuka. Kobayashi created the Revue as in contrast to 
Kabuki which had only men actors performing both women, in masks or heavy makeup, and 
men . In April of 1914 Kobayashi put on the Revue’s first performance with twenty young 253
women . His hope since Japan’s “emergence of middle class culture organized around new 254
conceptions of family life and leisure”, for the Revue was that it would be “wholesome family 
entertainment” . Over the years the Revue’s name has changed to reflect the extent of its 255
audience. It started out as Takarazuka Choir, then Takarazuka Girls’ Opera, and since the 1920s 
249 Ibid. 
250 Abbitt, 251. 
251 Ibid, 250. 
252 “LGBTQ Glossary”. 
253 Robertson, 4. 
254 Ibid. 
255 Ibid, 5. 
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has been called Takarazuka Revue . Today Takarazuka actress are called “Takarasienne” after 256
the French Parisiennes since the early Revue was influenced by French revue .  257
In 1919 Kobayashi opened a two-year academy to train young women to become Revue 
actresses. This academy is called the Takarazuka Music Academy. In 2017 the Takarazuka 
Music Academy accepted applications from girls between the ages of 15 - 19.  Their education 
requirements being that they had to at least have graduated middle school . The Takarazuka 258
Music Academy trains students in western and Japanese theatrical arts. It has male supervisors to 
reassure families their daughters are under constant supervision . Robertson speculates that 259
most girls come from affluent families since the application process is extremely competitive. 
Because of its competitiveness, most aspiring Takarazuka actresses attend private singing and 
dancing lesson so that they can have a greater chance of being accepted into the academy .  260
Kobayashi created the academy with the idea that he would be training girls to go back 
into society and get married. They would be cultured by all the high arts they would learn at the 
academy and would be able to be “good wives and wise mothers” . Now the academy trains 261
aspiring actresses in various types of art such as singing, acting, ballet, modern and tap dance, 
Japanese classical dance, piano and tea ceremony . It is almost ironic that the goal of the school 262
is to create mothers and wives since half of their graduates become ​otoko-yaku​ and perform 
masculinity daily . In the middle of this rigorous two-year curriculum, the girls are assigned to 263
256 Ibid. 
257 Ibid. 
258 宝塚音楽学校, , accessed March 31, 2017, ​http://www.tms.ac.jp/​. 
259 Robertson, 8. 
260 Ibid, 9. 
261 Ibid, 8. 
262 宝塚音楽学校, , accessed March 31, 2017, ​http://www.tms.ac.jp/​. 
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become a specialist in either the ​otoko-yaku,​ actresses who play men, or ​musume-yaku, ​actresses 
who play women’s role in the Revue .​ No matter what role the actresses are assigned they must 264
learn certain gender roles so that they can perform adequately on stage. If they are ​musume-yaku 
they are hyper-feminized in the sense they are taught to act more femininely through gesture and 
speech to contrast the masculinity that is being performed by the ​otoko-yaku . ​On the other 265
hand if an actress is assigned to be an ​otoko-yaku​ her hair is cut short, and she is taught how to 
dress, walk, talk and even sing more masculinely .  266
 
A Review of ​Otoko-yaku 
 
“Gender is an effect of culturally coded markers of behaviors and 
style that are only presumed to be natural attributes of one sex 
rather than the other, then passing as feminine pertains to males 
and females equally, as does passing masculinity”  267
 
As mentioned before, the Revue splits its actress into two, ​musume-yaku​ and ​otoko-yaku. 
Based on physical and sociopsychological criteria such as height, physique, facial shape, voice, 
and personality, actresses are given a another gender to practice and perform . Most of the 268
criteria, however, is based off of stereotypes and Western ideals of male gender. In their time at 
the Takarazuka Music School, actresses go through a process of ‘re-gendering’ such as stylized 
gestures, dress and speech patterns. And while they are off-stage, ​otoko-yaku​ are expected to 
keep up the façade of ‘man’. They continuously dress, talk, and act like young men. If androgyny 
is the combination of both masculine and feminine characters which makes the person 
performing androgyny appear as either a man or woman, I surmise that ​otoko-yaku ​are not 
264 Ibid, 15. 
265 Ibid. 
266 Ibid.  
267 Robertson, 39. 
268 Ibid, 12 
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performing ‘man’ they are performing masculine androgyny . ​Otoko-yaku ​scramble ”gender 269
markers, in a way that both challenges the stability of a sex-gender system premised on male 
(masculine)/female (feminine) dichotomy,” but at the same time they also uphold stringent 
gender norms and privilege masculinity . The femininity learned by ​musume-yaku ​serves as a 270
way to highly contrast the ​otoko-yaku​’s masculinity . The gender performance learned by the 271
otoko-yaku​, and even ​musume-yaku, ​is best explained through a discussion of how they perform 
gender during their musicals. I am going to look at a few scenes from their musical ​Embraced by 
the Seas of Calista. ​I will be looking at the Charles, the protagonist, and a few other ​otoko-yaku 
performance of masculinity, and how ​musume-yaku​ performance of femininity contrast to the 
otoko-yaku. 
Embraced by the Seas of Calista​ is a musical the Revue performed in the spring of 2015. 
The musical takes place in pre-revolutionary France, and Calista is an island that has been 
colonized by France. Charles, the main protagonist, was born on Calista twenty years prior to the 
start of the story, but his father made him move to France where Charles was groomed into a 
military commander. Charles visits Calista because his new post is as the general of the island, 
but secretly wants to help Calista liberate themselves from France. Their chance to do this comes 
soon and with the help of Napoleon, Charles was able to attain Calista’s independence from 
France. 
When Charles first comes on stage he is reminiscing about Calista and how happy he is to 
return. Since he walks across the stage before exiting and claims the space as his own, Charles is 
269 “LGBTQ Glossary”. 
270 Ibid, 47. 
271 Ibid, 59. 
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able to make the stage of the Grand Theater seem as if it is too small for just one person . His 272
face is a dark tan from the makeup used to erase ​otoko-yaku​ features so that they can embody 
signs of idealized masculinity, and be in contrast to the ​musume-yaku​’s whiteface . Charles’ 273
make-up  also contours his  face to emphasize his cheekbones and  make them  look more 
defined . 274
In scene four in ​Embraced by the Seas of Calista​ Charles goes to dance at Governor 
Brienne’s mansion so that he may properly introduce himself in front of French aristocracy . In 275
this scene it is through Governor Brienne’s daughter Isabella’s, exaggerated femininity, that 
makes Charles becomes more masculine. Isabella is an aristocratic girl whose feelings are not 
reciprocated by Charles. When Charles enters the party, Isabella interrupts her parents dancing to 
inquire who is the handsome young man who just arrived. Governor Brienne’s husky voice, and 
harsh mannerism are juxtaposed by his wife Cecilia’s gentle voice when she attempts to calm 
him and remind him of his duties by saying ​‘anata,’​ or dear. In this scene the Governors’ arms 
move farther away from his body emphasizing his posture, his shoulders are squared, legs apart, 
and his face conveys that he is annoyed . Next we see Charles, Governor Brienne, Cecilia and 276
Isabella standing in a line facing the audience. The two ​otoko-yaku​ are taking up the most space 
with their feet spread apart, square shoulders and stern faces making the audience  understand 
they both have an agenda.  “The audience’s enjoyment of this slippage is central to the 
effectiveness of androgyny as a theatrical technique … the beautifully made-up male-role 
272"【宝塚歌剧】 2015年 花組『カリスタの海に抱かれて』／『宝塚幻想曲.," YouTube, , accessed 
December 8, 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adB65x3JqsE. 
273 Robertson, 190. 
274 “【宝塚歌剧】 2015年 花組『カリスタの海に抱かれて』／『宝塚幻想曲”. 
275 Ibid. 
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performer of the Takarazuka Theater is not ​meant​ to be taken for a man but is specifically 
designed to be enjoyed as woman” . Meaning that Rio Asumi’s performance of Charles is not 277
seen as ‘man,’ but as a woman with no bound playing ‘man’ for other women’s entertainment. 
Like Itsuko from “Sparkling Rain,” and Gaish and Kazu from ​Shinjuku Boys​, Rio Asumi 
performance of Charles is androgynous because as she wears and performs an exaggeration of 
masculinity, the audience is aware she is a woman, but presents as man.  
After the general makes a toast and is conversing with Charles, Isabella starts making her 
way over to the two men, who were left alone by her and her mother to discuss politics. However 
her path to Charles is impeded upon by Marius, Charles’ adjutant, asks Isabella to dance. Once 
again, the ​otoko-yaku​ are taking up the most space; Marius has his arm out wide, literally 
creating a wall in Isabella’s way. Although Isabella really wants to dance with Charles, she gives 
in and bows towards Marius. Her gesture is slow and delicate as she brings her hand to her chest, 
each of her fingers cascades to create a light fold in her hand . The only time Isabella seems to 278
have any agency is when she politely excuses herself from Marius to go dance with Charles. 
However, she gives her agency away when she asks Charles, “Won’t you please let me dance 
with you?” .  279
From the time they start dancing until the camera pans over to Isabella’s parents thirty 
seconds later, Charles and Isabella are immediately put on opposite ends. First, Isabella asks 
permission to dance with Charles. When they start to dance the colors of their clothes instantly 
clash. Isabella is wearing a bright pink dress that flows as she walks across the stage against 
Charles’ stiff, dark blue military uniform. Secondly, Charles’s skin is darker than Isabella - both 
277 Abbitt, 252. 
278 “【宝塚歌剧】 2015年 花組『カリスタの海に抱かれて』／『宝塚幻想曲”. 
279 In Japanese this would be asked using the causative-passive form of a verb.  
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Isabella and her mother have powder on their faces to make the appear whiter . As they discuss 280
Charles’s new post as the General of Calista, Isabella’s voice raises at the end of her sentences 
when she asks questions. She lets​ ​us know that when she and her family visit the island of 
Calista, her father will not let her go outside because the island is dangerous and its residents 
“savage”.  Isabella does not mind that she is not allowed outside. She dislikes the way the sea 
breezes. Lastly, Isabella’s gestures  are exaggerated so that her counterpart does not have to work 
hard to pass as masculine; ​otoko-yaku’s​ performance is accepted as ‘male’ by the audience not 
only because they are performing masculine qualities, but because ​musume-yaku​ exaggerate their 
femininity . In this way Charles’s “Gender is a property of attribution and convention, and not 281
anatomy,” meaning that the ​otoko-yaku​ playing Charles lack of masculinity is pointed out 
through her performing ‘Charles’ . Another example of gender performance is prominent in 282
Embraced by the Seas of Calista​ are through the lyrics, and performance of songs.  
Twice in ​Embraced by the Seas of Calista​ there is a musical duet  between Charles and 283
Alisha, the top ​musume-yaku​ and Charles’s love interest, called “Kore ga Koi” . This song 284
highlights the “‘purity’ of the couple’s impossible love” since Charles is part of the French 
aristocracy that is suppressing Calista, and Alisha is one of the “savages” that inhabits the island
. Their love story follows the typical trope of a rich boy meeting a poor girl, he is her 285
colonizer, but someone their love works out in the end. We learn that Alisha’s dream is to go to 
France to dance in Paris and be able to wear dresses that the aristocracy wears in Versailles. 
280 Ibid, 14.20. 
281 Ibid, 15.45. 
282 Robertson, 76. 
283 “【宝塚歌剧】 2015年 花組『カリスタの海に抱かれて』／『宝塚幻想曲”. 
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Charles brings Alisha a dress back from Paris after reporting to the main government about 
Calista. Even though Charles and Alisha are lovers, in this scene, Charles treats Alisha like a 
child; he is the father who will bring gifts for his daughter after he returns from a business trip. 
As  Alisha,is changing behind a bush, Charles imagines her in the dress and starts to sing aloud 
his thoughts of Alisha. To Charles, Alisha is a ​himawari no you na musume​, or a child/daughter 
whom is a pretty and bright as a sunflower . Further adding to the dynamic where 286
musume-yaku​ lower themselves down to raise the performed masculinity of ​otoko-yaku​. At one 
point the two are walking towards each other and when they get close enough to touch, Alisha 
spins around Charles. In this first version, since they do not dance, they merely just circle around 
each other Alisha seems even more childlike while raising the status of Charles as ‘man’ . 287
During the climax of the song, Charles looks towards the audience knowingly, that Alisha, a 
simple girl, who just wants to waltz and have dresses, is his true love. In the reprise of “Kore ga 
Koi” Alisha physically follows Charles around the stage to the final pose, both physically and in 
voice. After Charles sings ​moshikashite,​ and ​kore ga koi​, Alisha repeats those words while 
singing the melody, and in the last line of the song when their voices come together, Charles is 
waiting for Alisha to join in.  
In its reproduction of masculinity and femininity, Takarazuka imposes ideologies of what 
it means to be ‘man’ and ‘woman’ onto female bodies, burdening them with the responsibility to 
carry on and convey those meanings to larger audiences. ​Musume-yaku ​ are reserved and keep 
their arms close to their sides, their voices are high and their actions childlike. ​Otoko-yaku​ are 
loud, tough, take up space, and are allowed to treat women like children. ​Musume-yaku​ are 
286 ​Musume​ in Japanese can be translated as daughter, but can also be viewed as a pet word for a lover. 
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hyper-feminized so that their ​otoko-yaku ​counterparts can play within androgyny and in some 
sense even reproduce masculinity. Off-stage when ​otoko-yaku​ are using method acting and 
continuing to play their role in everyday society, not only prioritize masculinity, but perform 
masculinity in such an idealized way that it is usually unattainable for most people. Because of 
the “good wife, wise mother” ideology that the Revue was founded on, the fact that ​otoko-yaku 
can carry and act out ‘male’ is good for the future because they can train their sons to understand 
what proper masculinity is, just as they can teach their daughters about femininity. Like Abbitt 
explains, even though ​otoko-yaku ​uphold stringent gender roles and assignments, they also 
explore androgyny and “the range of actions possible in the world, unrestricted by the limitations 
of gender assignment” . Through their method acting and how they reproduce masculinity, the 288
otoko-yaku​ are disrupting time, and bringing into question the authenticity of assigned attribute 
to certain genders.  
After ​otoko-yaku ​are finished performing on the Revue stage, they are expected to 
continue to act and dress as men in Japan . ​Onabe​ who also dress and act as men in Japan do 289
the exact same performance yet why, are ​otoko-yaku​ idolized for their performances and ​onabe 
pushed to the side? For starters, ​otoko-yaku​’s performance or masculinity is to be enjoyed as 
female, not as ‘male’ . Also “​Otoko-yaku ​have been characterized as sexless; the argument 290
being that ambiguous gender is perceived as an asexual identity” . Even though on stage 291
otoko-yaku, ​as ‘man’ may be the object of desire, but the ​otoko-yaku​ herself is portrayed as 
someone who is not sexual . Others may desire and idolize those who play ​otoko-yaku​ but 292
288 Abbitt, 254. 
289 Robertson, 54. 
290 Abbitt, 252. 
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because the actress are not allowed to be married, or have men other than their fathers, in the 
dorm the actresses become desexualized . Whereas ​onabe​, as seen from ​onabe​ such as Gaish, 293
are sexual beings. They work to entertain women and outside of work have sex or even 
relationships with them. ​Onabe​ and ​otoko-yaku​ do the exact same gendered performance. 
However, one’s performance is perceived sexually and as a downfall to society, while the other 
is given an ‘asexual’ identity and assumed to be heterosexual. Even though ​otoko-yaku ​stay in 
role they are not seen as ideal man, nor as someone young men should look up to, their 
performance is one that exist solely for the sake of entertainment, whereas ​onabe​ strive to be, 
act, and pass as real men . While the ​otoko-yaku​ do perform a sort of androgynous gender 294
slippage, they uphold strict gender norms. They are not seen as a threat to society since after 
their performance of ‘male’ is done in the Revue they go on to have regular jobs, get married, 
and have children . Compared with ​onabe​, who challenge what is ‘male,’ ‘female’ and our 295
concept of gender, and who are people that embody and perform what attributes they so desire 
are threatening to the cis-heteronormative society, which is a society that privileges the people 
who are cisgender and heterosexual , of Japan . They are sexual beings so they can challenge 296 297
Japanese standards of gender. While ​otoko-yaku ​disrupt the normalized pattern of what women 
are supposed to do and queer gender through androgyny, ​otoko-yaku​ continue to uphold strict 
gender and sexual norms in Japan. Once both performances of ‘male’ gender on female bodies is 
accepted within the mainstream, there will not be tolerance of deviant individuals like ​onabe.  
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Chapter 5: Queering and Questioning Gender 
Through my project I have attempted to demonstrate how masculinity on traditionally 
non-masculine bodies is viewed. Through first-hand accounts, literature, documentary, and 
theater we have learned how lesbian women, onabe, and Takarazuka’s ​otoko-yaku​ play with and 
perform masculinity. We have also learned how these individuals have dealt with their 
non-normative gender expression, and how they have coped with other people inscribing gender 
norms onto their bodies. As described in Chapter 1, lots of the research done today on non 
cis-heteronormative cultures in Japan have been done. Academic and literary works done about 
queer masculinity, the performance of masculinity by non-masculine bodies, explore groups like 
masculine women, ​onabe,​ and the performance of ​otoko-yaku​ separately. However works the 
connecting various discourses and building a cohesive agenda among different queer groups in 
Japan are few . But in order to understand why this is so we had to explore the histories of 298
which contemporary Japanese queer culture and Japanese modern theater was created in. 
In Chapter 2, to fully understand where masculine lesbian women, ​onabe ​and ​otoko-yaku 
fit into current and past discourses, we need to understand Japan’s past view on women, 
sexuality and gender. I will be discussed Japan’s queer history from the Heian Era (794 - 1185) 
to as recent as 2002 when the Japanese Diet passed a law that allowed trans individuals to 
change their sex legally. We also discovered that in women influenced the creation of ​Nō ​by 
teaching Zeami and Kan’nami dances that are now central to ​Nō . ​In the Edo period 299
performances started by an all-female cast called Kabuki started . However, women were 300
banned from the stage because of the disapproval of the Shogunate, so young boys called 
298 McLelland, 155. 
299 Kokubu, 27. 
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wakashu​ took their place . ​Wakashu ​were also banned from performing on the ​Nō ​stage, so men 301
started perform as women . At the same time, Western ideals and mores started to be adopted 302
into Japanese society, and sex practices that were for pleasure were no longer acceptable . 303
Japanese society, which was once open to queerness, non-heterosexual sexualities, and gender 
fluidity became closed to these topics. Despite this gay, and lesbian groups started to meet and 
form . While these queer communities were starting to form, theater started to change and 304
mimic subjects and performance from the West . These new forms of performances included 305
the all-female Takarazuka Revue .  By exploring both Japan’s queer, and theatrical histories we 306
understand why gender performance, expression, and identity in Japan is still important today. 
For Chapter 3 I discussed masculine characters in Japanese lesbian literature, and ​onabe​. 
The first short story “Sparkling Rain”​ ​recounts the days when an old lesbian couple first met . 307
In this first story, we learned that there was an acceptable amount of masculinity a Japanese 
woman can perform and express . The second story “Monalisa Night” masculinity on Japanese 308
women is presented as unattractive, and a turn-off for one of the main characters . In “Junko’s 309
After School Project” masculinity performed and worn by women is dangerous and abnormal . 310
Because ​onabe ​can be defined as lesbian women who dress and act like men, and their 
performance of masculinity corresponds to their sexuality I included ​onabe ​in the second 
chapter. However, unlike masculine presenting lesbian women their gender expression and 
301 “When Japan Had a Third Gender”. 
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performance has a lot to do with their identity . As Gaish said it is not that they wish to be a 311
man, they just do not identify fully with woman . Lastly, with Kazu and Tatsu we see how 312
important it is for people to accept ​onabe ​for who they are . ​Onabe ​and masculine lesbian 313
women are part of a history of exploring gender. 
Like ​onabe ​and masculine Japanese women, ​otoko-yaku ​in the Takarazuka Revue also 
perform gender, however, their performance is not because of their sexuality or gender identity, 
but it shows how gender continues to be fluid in modern theater. In analyzing scenes from 
Embraced by the Seas of Calista​ we understand how the ​otoko-yaku​ performs gender, while 
subverting social gender norms. The gestures, dress, and speech that they learn to pass as a man 
in Japanese society make their performance in the Revue fluid . Their performance in not enjoy 314
as the audience viewing men acting, it is because the audience knows that these are women 
freely performing masculinity that makes their performance enjoyable . Finally it is because 315
they go back to being a woman when their career in Takarazuka is finished, ​otoko-yaku​ are not 
seen as a threat to Japanese society . 316
Masculinity on women’s bodies can be seen multiple ways. Takarazuka performs gender 
fluidity in the most acceptable way, on a stage. Other women like ​onabe ​and lesbians perform 
masculinity too, yet is not fully accepted. These women choose to take the step to separate from 
cis-heterosexual society because they need to deal with their sexuality and gender expression. 
Most of the women who wrote for ​Queer Japan​ have been dressing masculinely since they were 
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younger; it is a choice they made while growing up.  Some felt that if they could dress and be 317
more like men they could be better people, and a better choice for the women that they wanted to 
love . The process of being alright with expressing their gender more masculine as a lesbian is 318
one that takes a lifetime. It is not a matter of whether or not people like their families accept 
them, it’s whether they’re lovers accept them, and for some reason that seems like the key for 
them ‘accepting’ themselves. 
In literature, masculinity seems to be a flaw on Japanese women. In “Sparkling Rain” 
Itsuko presentation is neither masculine nor feminine, but something in-between . In “Monalisa 319
Night,” masculinity on Hana who is Japanese-American, is too much, too overwhelming, and 
therefore not attractive . For​ onabe,​ too, it is difficult for them to present masculinely. In 320
Shinjuku Boys ​we learn that for three ​onabe ​that they have always performed masculinity. Gaish 
has always thought they were detestable as a woman, but never wanted to be seen as a man . 321
Kazu, too, felt that it was unnatural for them to be a woman, and felt their world collapse when 
they got their first period . Tatsu, is on hormones and identifies as ‘he’ and seems to have come 322
to terms with their identity as both an ​onabe​ and trans man . Part of Onabe identity overlaps 323
lesbian who are masculine of center; feelings of acceptance, and wanting to be accepted are 
mutual among both groups. However ​onabe ​is separate from masculine lesbian women because 
it part their identity also overlaps with trans identity. Whether that is identifying as a trans man, 
317 ​Queer Japan​, 30. 
318 Ibid. 
319 “Sparkling Rain,” 188. 
320 “Monalisa Night,” 59. 
321 ​Shinjuku Boys. 
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or gender nonconforming, or simply as onabe. Their discourse comes from the entertainment 
industry where performative masculinity, or femininity by ​wakashu,​ was accepted .  324
Takarazuka’s ​otoko-yaku​ perform masculinity everyday on and off the Revue stage. 
However, unlike​ onabe’s​ performace of masculinity, ​otoko-yaku’s​ performance is. Unlike either 
masculine lesbian woman or ​onabe​ they are viewed more or less as heterosexual . Their 325
discourse overlaps with ​onabe ​because they also entertain people everyday. They are important 
because as a form of accepted performance of masculinity they can be a voice, advocate, and add 
to the discourse of the queer identities. However, because of the industry they work for and that 
their performers present heterosexually, returning to normal culture when their career ends. 
Takarazuka performers probably will not advocate for queer communities for a while. I believe 
that until there is a united front in the queer community about what everyone wants in terms of 
rights and freedom to express themselves, masculinity on women or bodies that have been 
labeled non-masculine will not be fully accepted, either by the people performing masculinity or 
observing it. By having female performers on stage performing masculinity, slowly but surely 
Japan is going back to it’s roots of being a fluid country. Once Japan goes back to those roots, 
and people learn that being lesbian, masculine presenting, or non-normative can Japan fully 
move on to creating an environment that can accept many people for who they are.  
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